
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Packet for Week of 3/30/20 
 
I hope that everyone is doing well and staying safe. I know many students are working hard and 
staying connected to school. I would like to say to all our students that “We miss you!” For those 
students who may be seeing this as time away from school, please get connected today. We need 
all of you to be working on your school assignments daily, so you are prepared for when school 
is back in session.  
 
We are asking all parents to please bring your child’s completed packets back to school on 
Wednesday, April 1st. If you absolutely require a printed copy of the new lessons, you will 
receive them when you drop off.  
 
It is extremely important that you please put your child’s name, grade, and teacher on the front 
page of their packet before dropping it off. This will make it much easier to get it to their teacher 
for review. 
 
We want to limit the number of people coming to the schools. All students and parents may 
start submitting your child’s work online to his/her class through our Microsoft Teams (LMS).  
 
Please watch the videos on how to do this with your devices different types of devices using the 
below link. 
 
How to submit Learning Packet online! https://www.bridgeportedu.net/dlsubmit 
 
If you are having any trouble after watching the video, please take a picture of all pages and 
email them to your child’s teacher. Their email address will be on the school website by April 
1st. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Michael J. Testani  
Superintendent 

Grade 8 

https://www.bridgeportedu.net/dlsubmit


BRIDGEPORT PUBLIC SCHOOLS - LEARNING EXPERIENCES SCHEDULE 
GRADE EIGHT 

 
Reading is important. Students should read daily and record books read on the attached reading log daily. 

 

Suggested reading materials: Children’s books, newspapers, magazines, cookbook, how-to manuals, 
nutritional information on food packaging, YouTube stories 

 
Day 1 - Wed. April 1, 2020 Day 2 - Thurs. April 2, 2020 Day 3 - Fri. April 3, 2020 Day 4 - Mon. April 6, 2020 

Reading 
Writing 

Mathematics 
Science  

Reading 
Mathematics 

Science 
Social Studies 

Writing 
Mathematics 

Science  
Social Studies 

Reading  
Writing 

Mathematics 
Science 

Social Studies 
Day 5 - Tues. April 7, 2020  Day 6 - Wed. April 8, 2020 Day 7 - Thurs. April 9, 2020 Day 8 - Fri. April 10, 2020  

Reading 
Writing  
Science  

Social Studies 

Reading  
Writing 

Mathematics 
Social Studies  

PE/Health 
Music  

Art 
ESL (as needed) 

No School 
Good Friday 

 
Day 1 – Wednesday, April 1, 2020 

• Reading 
• Writing 
• Mathematics  
• Science 
• Independent Reading – 45 minutes (To be divided into three 15-minute sessions) 

 
Day 2 – Thursday, April 2, 2020 

• Reading 
• Mathematics  
• Science 
• Social Studies  
• Independent Reading – 45 minutes (To be divided into three 15-minute sessions) 

 
Day 3 – Friday, April 3, 2020 

• Writing 
• Mathematics 
• Science  
• Social Studies  
• Independent Reading – 45 minutes (To be divided into three 15-minute sessions) 

 
Day 4 – Monday, April 6, 2020 

• Reading  
• Writing 
• Mathematics  
• Science  
• Social Studies  
• Independent Reading – 45 minutes (To be divided into three 15-minute sessions) 

 
 



BRIDGEPORT PUBLIC SCHOOLS - LEARNING EXPERIENCES SCHEDULE 
GRADE EIGHT 

 
Day 5 – Tuesday, April 7, 2020 

• Reading  
• Writing 
• Science  
• Social Studies  
• Independent Reading – 45 minutes (To be divided into three 15-minute sessions) 

 
Day 6 – Wednesday, April 8, 2020 

• Reading  
• Writing 
• Mathematics  
• Social Studies  
• Independent Reading – 45 minutes (To be divided into three 15-minute sessions) 

 
Day 7 – Thursday, April 9, 2020 

• Art (Complete one of the two recommended activities) 
• PE/Health (Complete one of the two recommended activities) 
• Music (Complete one of the two recommended activities) 
• ESL (If student is receiving this program)  
• Independent Reading – 45 minutes (To be divided into three 15-minute sessions) 

 
 

Optional online programs: 
 

• i-Ready (Math & Reading) – Grades K-8 – Three times (3X) per week for 15 minutes each session  
 

• Moby Max (All Subject Areas) Grades K-8 – Three times (3X) per week for 15 minutes each session 
 

• LEXIA Core 5 (READING) – Grades K-2 – Three times (3X) per week for 15 minutes each session 
 



Copyright © 2012  K12reader.com. All Rights Reserved. Free for educational use at home or in classrooms.        www.k12reader.com

Name: _____________________________________________ Month:  __________________  

Date Name of Book Author Time spent 
reading

Daily Reading Log
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 GRADE: 8                                                   SUBJECT: Reading 

ACTIVITY:  

Read the non-fiction article about rats in NYC.  Use a highlighter and make notes as you read.  Use the 

text to answer the two questions at the bottom.  A RACE response should be in paragraph format and 

no less than 7-10 sentences. 

 

NEW YORK — To many in New York City, the rats are winning the war. 

 The city's complaint hotline is on pace for a record year of rat calls. The number of complaints 

could exceed beyond the 24,000 calls the hotline has received in each of the last two years. 

Blistering reviews have faulted efforts to fight what one official called a "rat crisis." And even 

world-weary New Yorkers were both disgusted and a little impressed by "Pizza Rat." He - or she 

- is the plucky rodent in a recent viral YouTube clip seen dragging a large cheese slice down a 

subway stairwell. 

  

"It's Really Gross" 

Nora Prentice, who lives on Manhattan's Upper West Side, has repeatedly complained to the 

city about a colony of about 200 rats in a neighborhood park. 

"They're just sitting there in a lawn chair waiting for you," she said. "I don't know what the city 

can do about this rat condominium. It's really gross." 

Prentice said that she avoids the area because of the rats. She said the complaints she filed with 

the city were closed after officials told her they were "working on the problem." 

"It means you can't lay down and relax in that park," she said. "What kind of an answer is this?" 

  

The Rat Czar Is Not Amused 

Such gripes have found an advocate in Comptroller Scott Stringer, New York City's top financial 

officer in charge of the city's spending. He has added fighting the rats to his list of tasks and 

taken on the self-appointed role of rat czar. 

In separate reviews over the past two years, he has criticized the city's health department for 

not responding quickly enough to rat complaints. He has also denounced the Metropolitan 

Transportation Authority (MTA), which runs the subways, for not cleaning stations more 

regularly. Such breakdowns, he says, have allowed rats to thrive. 

"I've seen rats walking upright, saying, 'Good morning, Mr. Comptroller," he said. "It's unsightly 

to see rats running through neighborhoods like they actually bought a co-op somewhere." 

  



More Rats? Or Just More Complaints? 

New York officials who have been fighting the battle for decades say rising complaint numbers 

don't mean there are more rats. They argue that the rat population has actually been holding 

steady the past few years. 

A Columbia University doctoral student who studied the issue last year estimated the number 

of rats in the city at 2 million. The research claimed to debunk a popular theory that there is 

one rat for each of the city's 8.4 million people. But scientists and city officials say it's 

impossible to accurately estimate the number. 

"There's no way to do that," said Caroline Bragdon, a city health department scientist and 

resident rat expert. Scientists can estimate the number of rats in a fixed area, like a park, by 

counting burrows and multiplying it by 10, but larger estimates are just not accurate, she said. 

  

There's An App For Rats 

Bragdon believes two things are responsible for the spike in complaints of rat sightings and 

conditions attracting rodents. One is that garbage was left festering on sidewalks during last 

winter's large snowfall. The other is that registering complaints is easier now with the city's 311 

complaint line smartphone app.  Bragdon's team responds to such complaints, compiles a 

citywide "rat index" and inspects dozens of buildings each month. What started as a team of 

less than a dozen has now expanded to nearly 50 people. They work with a nearly $3 million 

annual budget to implement the latest push to control rodents. 

  

Mayor Bill de Blasio's new "rat reservoir" plan targets communities with the highest number of 

rat complaints and seeks to destroy rat habitats and food sources. That effort includes setting 

traps, installing rodent-resistant trash cans and working on legislation that would require 

restaurants to hose away sludge from dripping garbage. 

  

Clean Up the Trash! 

Every little bit helps, Bragdon said. Unlike the famously hungry Pizza Rat, she says, most rats 

need only about an ounce of food and water daily to survive. 

"It's an apple core, it's a piece of a hotdog, a couple of chips. It's the crumbs," she said. "You'd 

much rather prevent rats from being here than treat them with poison after they're here." 

But not all the new tactics have worked out. 

  



New York State Comptroller Thomas DiNapoli released a report finding little success from a 

pilot program by the MTA. The program was trying to test if it was possible to rid the subways 

of rats by removing trash cans from some stations, forcing riders to go above ground to throw 

away their garbage. The report said the MTA had mostly selected stations with low rodent 

sightings to begin with, so it was hard to gauge any reduction. 

  

Hunting for Rats 

City health inspectors regularly scour the city, poking into sewer grates and crawling under park 

foliage. They search for the signs many would never notice; tiny mounds of dirt that lead to an 

underground rat burrow, streaks in walls about an inch off the ground left by greasy fur, or tiny 

holes the critters can crawl through. 

  

"Here's a big burrow, and it's fresh," Bragdon said during a recent inspection of a small park in 

Manhattan's Chinatown neighborhood. The area is well-known for its rat problem. 

As she pointed to the hole, a furry little head popped out, revealing one of the newest 

generations of New York City rats. 

  

Bragdon greeted it: "Hi, mister." 

_____________________________________________________________________________  

Directions: Using the RACE strategy, answer the following questions.  No less than 7-10 

sentences in length. 

 R=Restate the question 

A=Answer the question 

C=Cite evidence from the text 

E=Explain why you chose to cite that information 

  

1. Do you think rats are a problem in NY?  Cite two pieces of evidence form the article to support 

your answer. 

  

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________



______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

  

2.  Can the rat problem be solved?  Cite two pieces of evidence from the article to support your 

answer. 

  

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________



______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________. 

 

 

 



 

SCHOOL:          BPS Distance Learning                                       GRADE: __8__                    SUBJECT: ELA 

___ 

ACTIVITY: Use the template below to create diamante poem about an object. Rather than just 

addressing one object, this poem begins with one object and then transforms into a different but 

somewhat related object. For example, begin with an object, such as a pencil. The first half of the 

poem describes the pencil. Then the poem describes another different, but related, object, such as a 

pen. 

 

You could also use it to describe the transformation of a character from a book you have read. See the 

example of Johnny from The Outsiders 

 

 

Example:  

Pencil 
Sharp, No. 2 

Writing, scribbling, erasing 
A means of communication 
Scribbling, copying, signing 

Plastic, inky 
Pen 

 

Example:  

Johnny 

Scared, Nervous 

Shaking, Stuttering, Weeping 

Nothing Gold Can Stay 

Intervening, Saving, Defending 

Gallant, Hero 

Johnny 

 



 



SCHOOL:   BPS Distance Learning          GRADE: 7/8                                                       SUBJECT: Math 

ACTIVITY: Students will analyze a real-world situation of a linear function. 

 

 

Banquet Problem 
 

The Garcia family wants to have a huge banquet to celebrate Granny Garcia’s 100th birthday, 
but they did not plan ahead very well.  There is only one place in town they can rent a space 
for such a large party, and it has only a long narrow room available.  They will also need to rent 
tables for the room. 
 
 
PartyTime has hexagonal tables for rent, but only 6 people (one along each side) can sit at 
each table.   
 

 
 

Since the available room space is so narrow, all the tables must be pushed together, so for 
example, a total of 14 people can sit at 3 tables.   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Complete the table to show how many people can be seated at the given number of tables. 
 

Number of Tables Show your thinking in numbers… Total Number of 
People Seated 

 
1 

 
 

  

 
2 
 

 
 

  

 
3 

 

 
 

  

 
4 

 
 

  

 
5 
 

 

  

 
10 

 
 

  

 
n 
 

  



 
To help the Garcia’s know how many people they can seat, find a rule to find the number of 
people that can be seated at any number of tables. 
 

Rule in words:  Equation: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

If the Garcia’s rented 50 tables, how many people could they seat at the banquet?  Explain 
or show how you know. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
How many tables would the Garcia’s need to rent to seat 168 people?  Explain or show how 
you know.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Use the graph paper to create a graph to show the relationship between the number of 
tables and how many people can sit at the tables. 
 
 
What do you notice about your graph? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Name:  ____________________________    Be kind.  Work hard.  Get smart. 
Date:  February 22, 2012      Homeroom:  _________________________ 

 
Math Journal Reflection 

 
One new mathematical idea I learned or understand better now by doing the Banquet 
Investigation in class today is….. 

 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
One question or something I wonder about after doing the Banquet Investigation in class 
today is… 

___________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Name:  ____________________________    Be kind.  Work hard.  Get smart. 
Date:  February 22, 2012      Homeroom:  _________________________ 

 
Math Journal Reflection 

 
One new mathematical idea I learned or understand better now by doing the Banquet 
Investigation in class today is….. 

 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
One question or something I wonder about after doing the Banquet Investigation in class 
today is… 

___________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 



School: BPS Distance Learning                                        Grade: 8                                 Subject: Science  

Activity: 

• Watch the following video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4dzMDEH7Dys 

o This video is showing you Newton’s cradle, which is a great starting point to our next 
unit, physical science 

o The video should take you about 2 minutes to watch 

• Physical Science is all about explaining how and why objects move. Our activity today will be 
an introduction to help us start thinking about physical science 

• So, back to the video: 
o For this activity, draw a model of Newton’s cradle on a blank piece of paper 
o Next, label each of the balls from 1 to 5 starting with the ball on the left 

▪ You should now have a picture of Newton’s cradle with all five balls 
numbered in order from left to right 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

o Focusing on just the first 15 seconds of the video with the example labeled “One ball”, 
Explain what is happening to each of the five balls that you have labeled. Think about 
whether or not the ball is moving, how much it is moving, how fast it is moving, if it 
has any type of energy, if it’s applying any forces, and anything else you can think of 
to add to a good scientific description 

o Example: 
▪ Ball 3: Ball 3 is right in the middle of Newton’s cradle. Ball 3 doesn’t seem to 

really be moving that much or that fast. I think Ball 3 still has a force on it 
from ball 2 and that it applies a force on ball 4, because otherwise I don’t 
think ball 5 would be able to move based on ball 1 being lifted to start. Ball 3 
might not have any energy in itself, but it’s transferring energy somehow 
from ball 2 to ball 4. It looks like ball 3 has the same amount of mass and 
volume as balls 1, 2, 4, and 5. 

o Based on this example, you can see that you don’t have to know exactly why things 
are happening yet, but you should be able to use scientific language to describe what 
is happening 

o Remember, you are expected to write a description for what is happening to each 
ball, my example only covered what is happening to ball 3 

• This activity should take you approximately 12 minutes 
o If you finish early, that means you probably didn’t put enough detail into your 

answers 
o If you aren’t able to finish in the time frame, you may be trying to answer the “why” 

too early, remember that for now we are just observing what is happening 

• Final Question: 
o Take 3 minutes to free write about the question, what is a force?, in your own words. 

I don’t need a definition or for you to pull something off of the internet, I just want 
you to put into your own words what you think a force is. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4dzMDEH7Dys


GRADE: 8                                 SUBJECT: Reading 

ACTIVITY:  

 

Read the set of paired texts about the Titanic and answer the questions below. 

 

 

R.M.S. Titanic 

A ship as long as three football fields and as tall as a skyscraper is actually not that big compared to 

modern-day cruise ships. But, in the early 1900s, a ship that big was the largest in the world, and it was 

called the R.M.S. (Royal Mail Ship) Titanic.  

This luxurious ship cost $7.5 million to design and build. It took three years and 3,000 workers to 

construct the Titanic at the Harland & Wolff shipyard in Belfast, Ireland. The 50,000-ton ship was 

designed to be a passenger and mail ship. It could house over 3,500 people. There were ten decks – 

eight of which were for the passengers. The bottom two decks were for the cargo, as well as the boilers, 

engines, turbines¹, and electrical generators. Passengers weren’t allowed there. It was called “a 

practically unsinkable ship” because of its 16 watertight compartments² that could be sealed in case of 

an emergency, making it the safest ship built at that time. There was enough room for 64 lifeboats, but 

the operators of the Titanic, The White Star Line, only had twenty lifeboats installed on board because 

they wanted the decks to look larger.  It was not the law to have more than that at the time, and in fact, 

they had more than what was required.  

Unfortunately, on April 15, 1912, around 2,200 people aboard the Titanic would find out that the ship 

was not unsinkable. The ship left from Southampton, England on April 10, 1912, on its way to New York 

City, New York in the United States. Late on the night of April 14, R.M.S. Titanic hit an iceberg, causing a 

220-foot gash in the side of the 882-foot ship. Five of the compartments that were supposed to be 

watertight, flooded. The ship began to sink. Lifeboats were lowered into the water, and women and 

children were ordered to board first. However, as panic set in, lifeboats began leaving the ship about 

half full. Only 705 people survived that night. Early on April 15, 1912, R.M.S. Titanic sank 12,600 feet to 

the bottom of the Atlantic Ocean.  

¹turbines: a revolving machine that produces power by fast-moving water 

 ²compartments: separate sections 

  

Aboard the Titanic 

The Titanic was the largest and most up-to-date ship of its time when it set sail on its maiden voyage, 

April 10, 1912. The luxurious first-class accommodations were White Star Line’s key charm to many of its       

passengers. Some of the richest people in the world were on board the Titanic .  John Jacob Astor IV was 

the richest on the ship, with a fortune of about $100 million.  

A first-class parlor-suite ticket cost $4,350, which would be about $50,000 today! The expensive suites 

were beautifully decorated and had five rooms- two bedrooms, two wardrobe rooms, and a bathroom. 

The upper-class passengers enjoyed a Reading and Writing Room, Turkish Baths (similar to a sauna), 



Lounge, Reception Room, Dining Room, Gym, Squash Court, and Swimming Pool, among other 

extravagances. Dinner was a grand event each night. The guests would dress in their finest clothes and 

make their way down a 60-foot staircase to the largest dining room ever seen on a ship at that time. 

They would dine on luxuries such as oysters, filet mignon, lamb, and duck. Passengers also enjoyed 

listening to the live orchestra play.  

There were second- and third-class travelers aboard the ship, too. These passengers’ tickets ranged from 

$40-$60. Second-class guests enjoyed a library, deck games like chess and shuffleboard, and a separate 

dining room which was directly below the first-class dining room. Their rooms had two to four beds in 

each, with a wash basin and a chamber pot¹. They used public bathrooms. The third-class passengers, 

also called the “steerage,” had to find things to do to entertain themselves. They were not allowed up 

on the decks with upper-class guests. Their rooms had anywhere from two to six beds in them, and they 

also had to share a bathroom. They did have their own dining room, with tables all lined up in rows. 

Despite the differences in housing for steerage, it was often better than their normal lifestyle, and they 

were hopeful to start a new life in America. 

 ¹chamber pot: bowl used as a toilet 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Directions: Answer the following questions based on the readings.  

1. How are the ideas in “Aboard the Titanic” organized? 

 a. in chronological order to tell how the Titanic was built  

b. through compare and contrast to show the differences in passengers’ accommodations  

c. by cause and effect to show why people were poor  

d. as a problem/solution to show how people saved for a ticket 

 

2. Which phrase best describes the ship in “R.M.S. Titanic”?  

a. biggest ship ever built  

b. ship with eight decks as tall as a skyscraper  

c. cargo ship with 64 lifeboats  

d. passenger and mail ship as long as three football fields 

  

3. In paragraph 2 of “Aboard the Titanic”, what does the word extravagances mean?  

a. very expensive, fancy things  

b. delicious food  

c. things necessary for living  

d. plain rooms and items 



 

4. What can the reader conclude about where the steerage stayed after reading both texts?  

a. on the top deck  

b. on the second deck  

c. with the cargo and engines  

d. on the middle lower decks 

 

5. Which of the following statements is NOT true?  

a. Third-class passengers were called steerage.  

b. Most first-class passengers were rich.  

c. There was not room for more than 20 lifeboats.  

d. The White Star Line operated the ship. 

 

6. Why did people believe the ship was practically unsinkable?  

a. It wasn’t a heavy ship.  

b. It wasn’t carrying as many people as it could hold.  

c. It had watertight compartments that could be sealed in an emergency.  

d. It was the largest ship built at that time.  

  

7. Which quote from “R.M.S. Titanic” shows a negative effect?  

a. “It took three years and 3,000 workers to construct the Titanic.. .”  

b. “Late on the night of April 14, R.M.S. Titanic hit an iceberg, causing a 220-foot gash in the side of the 

882-foot ship.”  

c. “Lifeboats were lowered into the water, and women and children were ordered to board first.”  

d. “The 50,000-ton ship was designed to be a passenger and mail ship.” 

  

Directions: Support your answer to the question with evidence from both texts. 

Describe what it would have been like to be a first-class passenger aboard the R.M.S. Titanic. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 



_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________ _______________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________ _______________________________________________________________  

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________ _______________________________________________________________  

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________ _______________________________________________________________  

 

 



SCHOOL:   BPS Distance Learning          GRADE: 7/8                                                             SUBJECT: Math 

ACTIVITY: Students will analyze a linear function describing the time of a shopping trip and the distance from the train 

station. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________

 

1) What is the independent variable? What is the dependent variable? 

2) What is the domain? What is the range? 

3) At what time is Maritza’s distance from the station 0 blocks? 

4) What is Maritza’s maximum distance from the rail station? At what time is she farthest from 

the station? 

5) How might you describe Maritza’s shopping trip? Can you tell me how many stores she 

visited? 

6) How many hours was Maritza’s trip? 

7) During which interval(s) did Maritza walk the fastest? 

8) During which interval(s) did Maritza walk the slowest? 

9) What was Maritza’s distance from the station at 1 ¼ hours? 

10) How far did Maritza walk in all? How long is a city block? How could you translate the 

distance Maritza walked into miles? 



                 

 

 

Look around your house.  Look at possibly some of the tings in your room that you classify as a toy.  We 

have been studying Newton’s Laws of Motion.  I want you to create a list of items that you can place in 

each category.  Don’t forget your kitchen there’s examples there also.  Sorry Gaming systems do not 

count.  You should have at least 8 items in each category. 

Newton Law #1 Newton Law #2 Newton Law #3 

   

   

   
   

   

   
   

 

SCHOOL: BPS Distance Learning           GRADE: 8                         SUBJECT: Science 
ACTIVITY:  
Students will look around their home to find examples of Newton’s 3 Laws of Motion.  Students will 
record on a piece of paper what the example is and how is it connected to the specific Newton Law of 
Motion. 
 
Use this video link as a reference: 
https://youtu.be/kKKM8Y-u7ds 



  GRADE:   8                SUBJECT: Social Studies 

ACTIVITY:  

Students will read an article on the impact of western expansion on Native Americans and identify 

important vocabulary, themes and events. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

First People of the Plains 

In the mid-1800s, miners, ranchers, and farmers began to settle on the Great Plains. In 

many places, they competed for land and resources with the Native Americans who already 

lived there. Conflict with settlers and the government grew as Nav Americans tried to preserve 

their ways of life. 

Native American groups had lived on the Great Plains for centuries. Some, like the 

Omaha and the Osage, lived in communities as farmers and hunters. Most, including the Sioux 

the Comanche, and the Blackfoot, were nomadic. They moved often and traveled long 

distances, following huge herds of buffalo-their main source of food, clothing, shelter, and tools. 

Despite their differences, the Plains people were similar in many ways. Their nations, 

sometimes numbering several thousand people, were divided into bands. Each band had a 

governing council, but most members took part in making decisions. Women raised the children, 

cooked, and prepared hides. Men hunted, traded, and protected their band. Mos people 

believed in the spiritual power of the natural world. 

For most of their history, Native Americans of the Great Plains had millions of buffalo to 

meet their needs. As American settlers pressed onto the Great Plains, however, the buffalo 

population declined steeply. American hunters targeted buffalo to sell the hides in the East. 

Railroad companies also hired hunters to kill the buffalo to feed the railroad crews and to 

prevent giant buffalo herds from blocking the trains. By the end of the 1800s, only a few 

hundred buffalo survived. 

Conflict on the Plains 

In 1867 the federal government set up the Indian Peace Commission. Its job was to 

develop a policy for relations with Native Americans living within U.S. borders. The commission 

recommended moving all Native Americans to reservations-areas of land set aside for them. 

Moving Native Americans to reservations was not a new policy, but the government had now 

increased its efforts. It gave the army the authority to deal forcefully with any groups that 

refused to move.  

Life on a Reservation  

Congress created the largest reservations on the Great Plains. Indian Territory in 

present-day Oklahoma was reserved for Native Americans who were relocated from the 



Southeast in the 1830s. The Sioux, originally from the Great Lakes region, had a large 

reservation in the Dakota Territory. 

The federal Bureau of Indian Affairs managed the reservations. Its agents often used 

trickery to persuade Native American nations to move to reservations. Native American leaders 

wanted to ensure that their people would be able to farm and hunt. Many reservations, however, 

were on land that was unfit for farming or hunting. In addition, the government often failed to 

deliver promised food and supplies. Goods they did deliver were often of poor quality. 

At first, many Native Americans agreed to move to reservations. After experiencing the 

harsh conditions, many wanted to leave their reservations, and some did. Others refused to go 

at all. To protect their lands and ways of life, many Native Americans believed they needed to 

fight. The stage was set for conflict. 

Conflict Begins  

Violent clashes soon broke out between Native Americans and whites. One took place in 

Minnesota in the summer 1862. Angry at what they felt were broken promises from the  

government, Sioux warriors burned and looted the homes of white settlers. Hundreds of people 

died before U.S. Army troops put down the uprising, The government forced most Sioux to 

move to reservations in the Dakota Territory. 

Meanwhile, tensions were increasing in Colorado Territory. The miners rushing there in 

search of gold and silver displaced and angered Native Americans who already lived there. 

Bands of Cheyenne and Arapaho raided wagon trains and stole cattle and horses from ranches. 

About 200 settlers were killed, U.S. troops responded with attacks on Native American villages 

in the territory. 

Colorado's territorial governor ordered the Native Americans to surrender at Fort Lyon. 

He told them they would have food and protection there. In November 1864, Chief Black Kettle 

and several hundred Cheyenne went to the fort to negotiate a peace treaty. They camped 

nearby at Sand Creek. Colonel John Chivington and his troops, on their way to the fort, attacked 

the unsuspecting Cheyenne. Fourteen U.S. soldiers and hundreds of Cheyenne died in what 

became known as the Sand Creek Massacre. 

Cheyenne retaliation was swift and widespread. Finally, in October 1865, some of the 

Cheyenne and Arapaho leaders agreed to stop the fighting. 

Other Native American groups, however, continued to fight. Having already been forced 

from Minnesota, the Sioux were alarmed when the U.S. Army began building forts along the 

Bozeman Trail. This trail to Montana's gold mines went through Sioux country. Led by Red 

Cloud, the Sioux launched a series of attacks on the forts. One of the bloodiest occurred on 

December 21, 1866. The Sioux trapped and killed 80 U.S. soldiers in what became known as 

Fetterman's Massacre. 

Questions: 

1. Why were the Native Americans of the Plains considered to be nomadic? 

 

 

 



2. What was the significance of the buffalo in Native American culture? What happened to 

buffalo during western expansion? 

 

 

3. What did the Indian Peace Commission recommend the US government do with Native 

Americans? 

 

 

 

4. Describe what life was like on a reservation. How was it different than Native 

American’s lives before? 

 

 

 

5. How did settlement of the Great Plains threaten Native Americans? 

 

 



 

SCHOOL:          BPS Distance Learning                                      GRADE: 8__                    SUBJECT: ELA ___ 

ACTIVITY: After reading The Terror, start a writing journal. Answer the prompt in 2 paragraphs. 

 

Journal Prompt: When have you been controlled by a fear? How did you face your fear, or when did the 
fear disappear? 

 

THE TERROR 
By Junot Diaz 

Junot Díaz is a Dominican American writer, creative writing professor, and editor. Díaz’s work often focuses on 

the experience of immigrants. In this text, Díaz recounts his experiences with fear after getting beat-up as an 

adolescent. 

I got jumped at a pretty bad time in my life. Not that there’s ever a good time. 

What I mean is that I was already deep in the vulnerability matrix.1 I had just entered seventh grade, was at 

peak adolescent craziness and, to make matters worse, was dealing with a new middle school whose dreary2 

white middle-class bigotry3 was cutting the heart out of me. I wasn’t two periods into my first day before a 

classmate called me a ‘‘sand n—,’’4 as if it were no big deal. Someone else asked me if my family ate dogs 

every day or only once in a while. By my third month, that school had me feeling like the poorest, ugliest 

immigrant freak in the universe. 

My home life was equally trying.5 My father abandoned the family the year before, plunging our household 

into poverty. No sooner than that happened, my brother, who was one year older and my best friend and 

protector, was found to have leukemia,6 the kind that in those days had a real nasty habit of killing you. One 

day he was sprawled on our front stoop in London Terrace holding court, and the next he was up in Newark, 

40 pounds lighter and barely able to piss under his own power, looking as if he were one bad cold away from 

the grave. 

I didn’t know what to do with myself. I tried to be agreeable, to make friends, but that didn’t work so hot; 

mostly I just slouched in my seat, hating my clothes and my glasses and my face. Sometimes I wrote my 

brother letters. Made it sound as though I were having a great time at school — a ball.  

[5] And then came the beat-down. Not at school, as I would have expected, but on the other side of the 

neighborhood. At the hands and feet of these three brothers I dimly knew. The youngest was my age, 

and on the day in question we had a spat7 over something — I can’t remember what. I do remember 

pushing him down hard onto the sidewalk and laughing about it, and the kid running off in tears, 

swearing he was going to kill me. Then the scene in my head jumps, and the next thing I know, the kid 

comes back with his two older brothers, and I’m getting my face punched in. The older brothers held me 

down and let the younger brother punch me all he wanted. I cried out for my brother, but he was in 

Beth Israel Hospital, saving no one. I remember one of the older ones saying, ‘‘Hit him in the teeth.’’  

As these things go, it wasn’t too bad. I didn’t actually lose any teeth or break any limbs or misplace an 

eye. Afterward, I even managed to limp home. My mother was at the hospital, so no one noticed that I 



had gotten stomped. Even took my blackened eye to classes the next day, but because my assailants 

attended another school, I didn’t have to tell the truth. I said, ‘‘It happened in karate.’’ 

My first real beat-down, and I was furious and ashamed, but above all else I was afraid. Afraid of my 

assailants. Afraid they would corner me again. Afraid of a second beat-down. Afraid and afraid and 

afraid. Eventually the bruises and the rage faded, but not the fear. The fear remained. An awful 

withering dread that coiled around my bowels8 — that followed me into my dreams. (‘‘Hit him in the 

teeth.’’) I guess I should have told someone, but I was too humiliated. And besides, my No.1 confidant,9 

my brother, wasn’t available. 

So I locked up the whole miserable affair deep inside. I thought that would help, but avoidance only 

seemed to give it more strength.  

Without even thinking about it, I started doing everything I could to duck the brothers. I shunned10 

their part of the neighborhood. I started looking around buildings to make sure the coast was clear. I 

stayed in the apartment a lot more, reading three, four books a week. And whenever I saw the brothers, 

together or individually — in a car, on a bike, on foot — the fear would spike through me so powerfully 

that I felt as though I was going to lose my mind. In Dune,11 a novel I adored in those days, Frank 

Herbert observed that ‘‘Fear is the mind-killer,’’ and let me tell you, my man knows of what he speaks. 

When the brothers appeared, I couldn’t think for nothing. I would drop whatever I was doing and get 

away, and it was only later, after I calmed down, that I would realize what I had done. 

[10]The brothers didn’t pursue me. They would jeer12 at me and occasionally throw rocks, but even if 

they weren’t chasing me in the flesh, they sure were chasing me in spirit. After these encounters, I 

would be a mess for days: depressed, irritable, hypervigilant,13 ashamed. I hated these brothers from 

the bottom of my heart, but even more than them, I hated myself for my cowardice. 

Before that attack, I had felt fear plenty of times — which poor immigrant kid hasn’t? — but after my 

beating, I became afraid. And at any age, that is a dismal14 place to be.  

Given all the other c—15 I was facing, my adolescence was never going to win any awards. But 

sometimes I like to think that if that beat-down didn’t happen, I might have had an easier time of it. 

Maybe a whole bunch of other awfulness would not have happened. But who can really know? In the 

end, the fear became another burden I had to shoulder — like having a sick brother or brown skin in a 

white school. 

Took me until I was a sophomore in high school — yes, that long — before I finally found it in me to start 

facing my terror. By then, my older brother was in remission16 and wearing a wig to hide his baldness. 

Maybe his improbable survival was what gave me courage, or maybe it was all the Robert Cormier I was 

reading — his young heroes were always asking themselves, ‘‘Do I dare disturb the universe?’’ before 

ultimately deciding that yes, they did dare. Whatever it was, one day I found myself fleeing from a 

sighting of the brothers, and suddenly I was brought up short by an appalling17 vision: me running away 

forever. 

I forced myself to stop. I forced myself to turn toward them, and it felt as if the whole world was turning 

with me. I couldn’t make myself walk toward them, I could barely even look at them, so I settled for 

standing still. As the brothers approached, the ground started tilting out from under me. One of them 

scowled. 



[15] And then, without a word, they walked past. 

First published in The New York Times and reprinted by permission of Junot Díaz and Aragi Inc. 

Notes 

1. Here, vulnerability matrix most likely describes an individual’s risk of being attacked or getting hurt. 

2. Dreary (adjective) : causing unhappiness or sad feelings 

3. Bigotry (noun) : stubborn prejudice against other people or ideas 

4. a derogatory term for someone of Middle Eastern descent 

5. Trying (adjective) : hard to bear or put up with 

6. a type of cancer that affects the blood and bone marrow 

7. a disagreement 

8. the intestines 

9. Confidant (noun) : a close friend with whom one shares personal secrets 

10. Shun (verb) : to avoid something (or someone) out of fear or dislike 

11. a science fiction novel set in the future amongst an interstellar society 

12. Jeer (verb) : to make rude and mocking remarks 

13. always watching for signs of danger  

14. Dismal (adjective) : showing or causing sadness; very bad or poor  

15. The author included a curse word here for emphasis. 

16. a period in the course of a disease when symptoms become less severe 

17. Appalling (adjective) : causing shock, disgust, or alarm 

 

Written Response: 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 



SCHOOL:   DISCOVERY                                     GRADE: 7/8                                                             SUBJECT: Math 

ACTIVITY:  Students will use volume & surface area in a real-world situation 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Today, two clients would like you to repaint the INTERIOR of their swimming pools.  

They may also ask for additional services.  Work with your partner to calculate the 

necessary measurements.  You may use a calculator, but you must show all the steps 

you take to solve the problems. 

 

1. How large of an area does the customer need painted? (Explain how you get to your answer 

and show work that justifies your answer) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. If 1 gallon of paint covers approximately 300 square feet, how much paint will you need? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. In order to cover the opening of the swimming pool during inclement weather and in the 

winter, the client is requesting a rectangular tarp to cover the pool.  Pool tarps extend beyond 

each edge by 1 foot. What would the dimensions and area of the tarp be?  

 

 

 

 

 

 



4. If the pool is filled with 2000 ft3 of water, what percentage of the pool’s total volume is filled 

with water? 

 

5. How large of an area does the customer need painted? (Explain how you get to your answer 

and show work that justifies your answer)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. If 1 gallon of paint covers approximately 300 square feet, how much paint will you need? 

 

 

 

 

 

7. In order to cover the opening of the swimming pool during inclement weather and in the 

winter, the client is requesting a circular tarp to cover the pool.  Pool tarps extend beyond the 

edge of the pool all the way around by 1 foot. What would the dimensions and area of the tarp 

be?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

8. If the pool is filled with 12000 ft3 of water, what percentage of the pool’s total volume is filled 

with water? (Use 3 instead of  for your calculations.) 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                 

Read the following passage about the Bay of Fundy: 

Nova Scotia is an eastern province of Canada. 

It is considered one of the Maritime provinces 

because of its position on the Atlantic Ocean. 

If you are the adventuring sort, the Bay of Fundy 

found on Nova Scotia is an encounter worth 

pursuing. 

 

An international panel chose the Bay of Fundy as 

one of the natural wonders of the world. Here are 

the reasons why it made this exclusive list. First, 

they have the highest tides found anywhere on Earth. 

Secondly, their waters are home to some of the rarest 

whales, and thirdly, there are deposits of semi-precious 

minerals and dinosaur fossils throughout the area. 

 

The fluctuation of the tides in this area is one of the unique phenomena on Earth. Recall 

that tides are the result of the gravitational pull of the Moon and Sun on Earth, plus the 

Earth’s rotation. The Moon, however, has the greatest influence on tides. As the water 

pulls in the direction of the Moon, it creates a bulge. This action transpires during a high 

tide. There are two high and two low tides a day over the Earth’s surface. 

What makes the Bay of Fundy’s tide enormously high? Most tides change the water 

level about three feet (one meter), but the Bay’s differential is as high as 48 feet (16 

meters). Because there is a substantial amount of water flowing into the Bay during a 

high tide and because of the Bay’s unique shape and size, the tides become higher 

than other areas. Other factors affecting the high tides are the enormous size, the 

unique funnel shape, and the immense depth of the Bay. 

SCHOOL: MARIN              GRADE: 8                         SUBJECT: Science 
ACTIVITY:  
Reading about the Bay of Fundy and comprehension questions.  There is also a mini project to 
complete at the end. 
Youtube video on Bay of Fundy: https://youtu.be/l85Dk9LpIEs 
Youtube video on the tide range: https://youtu.be/OP0cpXpw8yk 
 

https://youtu.be/l85Dk9LpIEs
https://youtu.be/OP0cpXpw8yk


 

 

Besides exploring the sea floor, the Bay of Fundy is unique because of its whale species 

living in the area. Whales here are baleen whales and not toothed whales. They just 

open their mouths and let the water and nutrients filter through. There is plenty of food 

for the humpback, minke, and finback whales. 

If you’re a budding paleontologist, there are multiple opportunities to visit dinosaur fossil 

sites as well as areas where semi-precious gems form. There seem to be numerous 

reasons to visit the Bay of Fundy. Whether you’re watching the tides, whale watching, or 

exploring fossils from the past, there is plenty to keep you busy and active on your visit to 

Nova Scotia. 

Reading comprehension questions: 

1. Where is the Bay of Fundy? 

2. Why is this bay considered one of the natural wonders of the world? 

3. What makes the Bay of Fundy waves so high? Underline your answer in the text. 

4. What type of whale is found in the Bay of Fundy? Circle your answer in the text. 

5. What are the main tourist attractions for the Bay of Fundy? 

6. How does a baleen whale eat? 

 

Mini Project:  

Imagine you work as a travel agent in Canada and a school reaches out for advice on where to go, what 

to do, and what to research while visiting the Bay of Fundy. Create a pamphlet of ideas for the school 

administration that focuses on the following items: 

1. Route to Bay of Fundy  

2. Plan of action to get there  

3.  Places to visit  

4.  Places to eat, shop, and explore 

5.  Items to collect 

6.   Items to research 

 



GRADE: 8                  SUBJECT: Social Studies 

ACTIVITY: Students will be able to understand what happened at Wounded Knee  

(article from Khan Academy with some modifications) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Ghost Dance and Wounded Knee 
The Ghost Dance 

During a solar eclipse on January 1, 1889, Wovoka, a shaman (religious leader) of 

the Northern Paiute tribe, had a vision. Claiming that God had appeared to him in 

the disguise of a Native American and had revealed to him a rich land of love and 

peace, Wovoka founded a spiritual movement called the Ghost Dance. He 

prophesied the reuniting of the remaining Indian tribes of the West and 

Southwest and the banishment of all evil from the world. 

 

Painting of Arapahos performing the Ghost Dance. Men and women stand in a 

large circle while some people look on and others dance in the center of the 

circle. 

Painting of the Ghost Dance as performed by Arapahos, 1900. Image courtesy 
National Archives. 

According to the teachings of Wovoka, the Ghost Dance ceremony would reunite 

the spirits of the dead with those of the living, and the power of these spirits 

could be harnessed in battle with white settlers and the US Army. Though the 

practice of the Ghost Dance originated with the Paiute tribe of Nevada, it quickly 

spread to other Indian tribes in the Southwest. Wovoka’s most influential 

prophecy was that the white man would be forever banished from the land, and 

https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/us-history/the-gilded-age/american-west/a/ghost-dance-and-wounded-knee
https://catalog.archives.gov/id/530915


that the buffalo, which had been hunted to near-extinction by white settlers, 

would return and bring with it a lasting revival of the Native American way of life. 

Clash of cultures: white Europeans and Native Americans 

From the earliest days of colonial contact between white Europeans and Native 

American Indians, certain key assumptions informed their interactions. Most 

native tribes did not adhere to the European view of land as property. For most 

Indians, land was communal, and its resources were to be protected and shared. 

This was in direct contradiction to European notions of land as individual 

property. As white settlers pushed ever westward they forced Native Americans 

off of their ancestral lands and onto reservations. Many Indian tribes resisted, 

unleashing a series of violent conflicts known as the Indian Wars. 

Although the Battle of the Little Bighorn marked the beginning of the end of the 

Indian Wars, Wovoka and his Ghost Dance triggered one last wave of resistance 

to the encroachments of white settlers and their way of life. Chief Sitting Bull, 

who had led the Sioux to victory over the US Army 7th Cavalry Regiment at the 

Battle of the Little Bighorn, embraced the Ghost Dance and helped facilitate its 

spread throughout the Sioux Reservation. On December 15, 1890, police officers 

who feared that Sitting Bull was about to flee the reservation with adherents of 

the Ghost Dance shot and killed Sitting Bull. 

The massacre at Wounded Knee 

A mere two weeks later, on December 29, 1890, the US 7th Cavalry Regiment 

surrounded an encampment of Sioux Indians near Wounded Knee Creek on the 

Pine Ridge Indian Reservation in South Dakota. While attempting to disarm the 

Sioux, a shot was fired and a scuffle ensued. The US army soldiers opened fire on 

the Sioux, indiscriminately massacring hundreds of men, women, and children. 

The few Sioux survivors of the massacre fled. In the aftermath of the massacre, an 

official Army inquiry not only exonerated the 7th Cavalry, but awarded Medals of 

https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/us-history/the-gilded-age/american-west/a/indian-wars


Honor to twenty soldiers. US public opinion of the massacre was generally 

favorable.” 

 

Photograph of the aftermath of the massacre at Wounded Knee. The bodies of 
Sioux who lost their lives are visible in the foreground and along the ridge. 
Image courtesy Wikimedia Commons. 

Though the massacre at Wounded Knee was not the last armed conflict between 

Native Americans and the US Army, it marked the definitive end of the Indian 

Wars. After Wounded Knee, the remaining Indian tribes were either subdued or 

forcibly assimilated into mainstream white US society. Estimates of the pre-

European contact native population range widely, from a low of 2 million to a 

high of 18 million. By 1900, the native population had been reduced to 

approximately 237,000 individuals. 

Since then, the Native American population has recovered from the nadir of 1900. 

As of the 2010 US Census report, 2.9 million individuals identified as American 

Indian or Alaska Native. 

What do you think? 

1. What do you see as the most significant difference between the culture and 

society of white European-Americans and those of Native American 

Indians? 

2. Why do you think Wovoka and his Ghost Dance became so popular among 

Indian tribes in the Southwest? 

3. What happened at Wounded Knee? 

4. The article says that “US public opinion of the massacre was generally 

favorable,” which means people in the United States when this happened 

were supportive of what the soldiers did. Why do you think people’s 

opinion of this massacre has changed since then? 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Woundedkneescenedeadandhorses.jpg


 GRADE: 8 SUBJECT: English/Reading 

 

Activity: Students practice their reading comprehension and writing skills with this 

Charles Dickens excerpt. This activity asks students to read a passage and write an 

explanation and paragraph answering the two questions provided on the worksheet.  

CCSS Code(s): 

RI.8.5, RI.9-10.5, RI.11-12.6 

 



 

Chapter VIII 

Charl,es Dickens Visits America 
ID 1842 cmtles Dicl2os was probably the ~t &moos Eegli.sh ~ au.time 
in the world.. He 'Iv.LS J:eceived ~ the world ~ :ii ~ ~ ·Ofi:e.a mobbed 
by &es.. It WH in that ~;;u dw: DickEos visited the United Stt.tE5.. He wrote ;;md 

poh1ished his thaoghn moot: bi"S vrut in"- book AJrttnr- Ntmsfor ~C~ 
Bel.aw .is ;i. psgge maut his vrut to W'Ebiogtno, D.C. 

Washington. The Leg:islature. And The President's House 

TI PJ:esid_-em's m~on. js ~like ;w ~h doo-hou.se, both \Vi.thin iltd ~thom, 1b.n ;wy oth~ kind 
establishment with wWch I ~ compa:re it. The oc~ul growid mout it has been bid out m gudeil 

~they a.i:e pi:et.ty. 31ncf ;ig:ceemle to the eye; though they have tlm: wicomfomhle m of having been. 
made yeste-OO&y, which is fu from f:avo.uab e to the disp1ay of so.ch be&Uties. 

My fus.t m~t to thi<; house W31S on the mot'1'.J!Wg .aft& my ;miv311, when I ~ ·c.H:ried thithe-! hr an of:fi~ g:-etttlenuo, 
who ~ so .kind as to ohaJ:ge himse1f with my pre<;entation to the Presidenrt. 

We entei:ed a ~ hill, ;;ind mvi.ng twice ot: thrice rung "- bell whioh nobody ;w<;weied, walked wrthout furthei: 
ceremony through the rooms on the gt:ound floor, a5 ~e othe.i: gentlemen (JD.O<;tly with theii: ha.ts on. zod 
thell h;;mds jn theii: _pOOl.eb) weie doing veiy leisuttly.. Some of these had ladles Mth them, to whom they were 

~owmg the pJ:e.m.ises; othei:s w:e.i:e lounging on. the ·chain iltd sofas; othei:s, m .a petlect state of exhaustion from 
IJs,tlessuess, wse p:wning dcezrily. The gcezte.i: portion of this a.5-semhl.age wece athe.i: a.5sertllJg theii: supremacy th3ln 
dOOig .anytbiog else, 315 they had so pZJ:ti.c.Ub1 bu~ss theJ:e, tlm: anybody knew of A few "t!.-"&e closely~ the 

movables, ;i.s- if to make quite sure tW.t the P1esi.clem (who W31S fu from popuhl) had not made :.i.way with ;wy of the 
fumdtme, oi: sold the funw:es fm M priv.i.te benefit 

Aftec glznciog 3lt these Lo:ocg&S; who were sc.attei:ed ovec .a pietty dn~room, opening u:pcm .a te-i:uce which 
ooommmded z beautiful. prospect of the riwi: and the. ad)a.ceoit cow::iti:y~ ;i.nd who -w&e :;;i.uoteri.ng, too. about ;i bcgei: 
sute-:coom ·called the &te-m Duwlng--i:oom; WE went up-s.tms into anothec cliambec, w~:re wse certain visitot:s-, 
~ fo:c ;iOOJeru:es... 

L Dickens nl!k:s. about the g;udens hniing the ''unoom.fo.ctable m of having been m:i!.de yes.tei:day."' Expmn how the 
gzi:den .might be ;ii metapho:c fm the United Sates.. 

2. Write 31. shortpaaguph oompzring the White Hou'!le tW.t Dickens de'!oc.ribes .;wd the White House of today. What 
is. <;om.ethin:g tmt h.31ppened then dut woul.d .not happen .now: Why? 

copyngni c 2m15 Kt2realler.com. All Rignir. ReserVE!l. Free rar e11ucam::mai use at ncme er In Cla&&rooms. 



Day 2 

Activity: This worksheet shows three pictures, then asks questions about each one. It 

is great inference practice for middle school Common Core Standards for Reading 

Literature or Reading Informational Text. 

CCSS Code(s): 

RL.6.1, RI.6.1 RL.7.1 RI.7.1 RL.8.1 RI.8.1 



 

 



 

Day 3 

 

Activity: Helen Keller was an extraordinary person who overcame great hardship to 

become an author, lecturer and activist. Students will evaluate a premise that Keller 

makes in her autobiography. Designed for 8th grade Reading Standards for 

Informational Text in Common Core Standards. 

CCSS Code(s): 

RI.8.8 



 

I 

INAME: _____________ _ 

Evaluating Text: Helen Keller's My Life 
Helen Keller was born in A labama in. 1880_ When. she was less than 2 years old, she 

became very ill. While she TOC'cmernd from her illness, she lost her eyesight and hearing_ 
"When Helen was 7, her pa'F'ents hired a teacher for her. The teacher, Annie Sullivan, was 
abZe to bring Helen out of her dark, silent world by teaching her sign langiroge_ Helen. 
would feel each sign with her fingers to determine the meaning. Belen Keller would go on to 
be a writer, lectzuer and activist. Below is a passage from. Chap.tel' XI of her autobiography, 
My Life, published in 1903. 

From t-h.e beginning of my education Miss 
Sullivan made it a practire to speak to 

me as .she would speak to any hearing 1chil~ 
the only difference was that :She spelled the 
sentences into my hand irnstead. of :Speaking 
them _ If I <d.id not know the words and 
idioms necessary to express my thoughts 
she supplied them, even suggesting 
'conversation when I was l!IDable l!io keep urp 
my end ,of the dialogue. 

This proress was ,continued for :Several 
years; for the deaf ch.iil.d does not learn in 
a month, or even in tw,o or three years, the 
numberless idioms and exjpress.io:ns used 
in the simplest daily inter,course_ The little 
hearing child learns these foom 1oonstant 
repetition and mutation. The conversation 
he hears in his home stimu.l.a1tes his 
mind and suggests topics and 1calls forth 
the spontaneous expression of his own 
thoughts_ This natural exchange 1af i:deas 

is 1demed t,o the deaf ,child_ My teacher, 
realizing this, determined to supp,ly the 
kinds ,of stimulus I lacked. This she d!id by 
repeating to me as far as possible, verbatim., 
what she hear1d, and by showing me how I 
1oould take parl in the 1conversation. Burt it 
was a long time before I ventured to take 
the :initiative, and still longer before I could 
find something appropriate to say at the 
right ti:me_ 

The deaf and the blind :find it very 
d!ifficult l!io acquire tihe amenities of 
1conversation. How much more this difficu]ty 
must be augmented in. the case of those 
who are both deaf and blind_ They cannot 
distinguish the tone of t he voice or, without 
assistance, go up and down the gamut 
,of tones that give significance to wor1ds; 
nor can they watch the exp1ression of the 
speaker's face, and a look is oft~n the very 
soul ,of what one says_ 

What Do Yo'u Think? 

In the text, Helen Keller claims that it i:s more di:fficult for hearing impaired children rto 
team t,o converse with ot hers. Do you think her claim is oonec:t? Doe.s she give good reasons 
for her statements? Expfain yow answer'_ 



Day 4 

Activity: Frederick Douglass was an author, lecturer and abolitionist. He was also at 

one time a slave. This worksheet uses a passage from Douglass’ autobiography as a 

way to find supporting textual evidence. It’s particularly useful for Common Core 

Standards for reading informational text for the 8th grade. 

 

CCSS Code(s): 

RI.8.1 



 

INAME: _______________ _ 

Finding T 1ext Evidenoe 
Frederick Douglass (1818-1895) was boTn into slavery in.MW'Ji'land. 

As an adult, he escaped into freedom_ He became a writer, orator an.d 
advocate for the abolition of slavery_ In 1845, 16 years bef.ore the start 
of the Civil War, Do·uglass published his autobiography, Narrative of 
the Life of Frede:rick Douglass, An American Sl!ave_ In. th.is passage 
from Chapter· VIlL Douglass is a 10 year old slave_ 

In a very short time after I went to live at Baltimore, my ol1d master's ymmge.st son 
Richard 1di~ and in about three years and six m.antlh£ after his death, my old! master>, 
CapitainAntho:ny, died, l eaving 'o:nJy his son, Andrew, and 1daughfor, Lucretia, to share his 
estat e_ He d!ied while on a visit to see his daughter at Hillsbo11ough_ Cut off thus unexpect
ed]y, he left no will as to the disposal of his property_ It was therefore necessary- t.o have 
a valu!l!tion of the property, that it might be equally d!ivided between ! 1lrs_ Lucretia and 
.Master Andrew_ I was immediately sent for, to be valued with the other property_ Here 
again my feelings rose up in detestation of slavery_ I had now a new conoepition of my 
degraded condition. Prior to this, I had become, iif not insensible to my lot, at least partly 
so_ I left Baltimore with a young heart overborne wit h sadness, and a sou] full of ap1p1rehen
sion. I took passage with Captain Rowe, in t he schooner Wild Cat , and, after a sail o:f about 
twenty-four hours, I futmd! myself near the place of my birlh. I had now been a!bsent from 
ilt almost, if not 1qui1ie, five years_ I, however, remembered the place very we][_ I was only 
about five years old when I left it, to go and live with my old master on Colonel Iloyd's 
pliantatio~ so th.at I was now between ten and eleven years old. 

We were all ranked together at the valu!l!tion. Men andl women, oldl and yourng, married 
and single, were ranked with horses, sheep1, and swine_ There were horses and men, cattle 
and w,omen, pi.gs and iehil.d!ren, all hold!ing tlie same rank in the scale of being, and were all. 
subject.ed t.o tlhe same narr,ow examin!l!tion. Silvery-headed! age and sprightly youth, maids 
and matllons, ha,d to, undergo the same indelicat.e inspection. At t his moment, I saw more 
cl.early than ever the brutalizing effects of slavery upon both slave and slavehol der_ 

Text Evidence 

In the passage, Douglass expla.ms that slavery was h11llllhatmg_ C-1.te an example from th.e text 
that most clearly supports this idea. 

Fmd o.ne addJ.tlonal text example that also Slil!pports the idea that slavery was hmwhatmg_ 



Day 5  

Activity: There are five different scenarios in this worksheet. Students must infer 

where each one is taking place. It’s aligned with middle school Common Core 

Standards for Reading Literature or Reading Informational Text. 

CCSS Code(s): 

RL.6.1, RI.6.1 RL.7.1 RI.7.1 RL.8.1 RI.8.1 



 

Read c:a.ch passage bdow Write where you think the passage in hllppc:ning and explain ycur answer. 

• I sat on the bench while Mother and PunCb. -went into the room. I was a little worried. abolll: Pundh, but I 
knew that he would get good. care. As I waited I watthc:d.a tiny puppy wand.er toward the ladywirth a cat lna 
crate. The lady at the cksk talkd to a man wirth who was buying medicine:. 

0 
• The roam was dark and quirt. We ~ Carl and hls mother come in the front door miking. ] ~ two 
gii:ls in the (;Orner giggle nc:rvousl.y. Anothc:r girl told them to be quiet. I hi.cl bdiind the mblc: where the cake 
and pra;ic:.nts were set out. 11hc: tension i.n the room grew as we waited. fur them to open the door. 

• The line stretched fo~cr. Poop le put th cir bags on the £loor and inched thClill furwartl. Miy futhc:<r and. ] 
rc:<movc:cl our shoes. llhc:rc: was an announc=nt about a gate change and a delay on. an arrival from Chicago . 

• I arrived c:ai:lly for my appointment. The pla(iC was busy and smdllc:d. of chemicala I found. a place to sit and 
-wait. The lady noct to me had. a roVi'C'l around hc:r head. ] heard a blow dryer in the distance. It was loud. over 
the music that was playing. 

• As ] c:ntc:rc:d the door, I thought this was a great way to c:<nd the clay. The chalkiboard. IDC'llU had. a list of 
~d.altics, like sumiac:s and. lbanana splits. I looked. at all the Bavo~. Chocolate is my fu,'Oritc:, but peppermint 
sounded good, too. 

0 



 

My name is Thomas Martin. I live 1) in a farm near Cedar Rapids, Iowa.   

2) I raises livestock and grow corn on my farm. My 3) kid help me. 4) In the morning, we  

5) up very early to feed the animals. 6) Everybody help milk the cows. Then I drive the  

kids to school. I work in 7) the fields all the day. When the children come 8) home, we all  

work together. 

 

1) A. in farm  B. on farm C. on a farm D. Correct as is  

2) A. raise  B. raising  C. raised D. Correct as is     

3) A. children   B. child   C. kids   D. All of the above are correct E. Both A and B are correct F. Both A and 

C are correct  

4) A. In morning, B. In a morning, C. On the morning, D. Correct as is 

5) A. all up very early B. wake up very early C. are waking up very early D. Correct as is  

6) A. Everyone helps B. Everybody helps C. All of the above are correct D. None of the above are correct   

7)  A. the fields during day. B. the fields all day. C. the fields day. D. Correct as is  

8) A. home we all B. home, us all C. home, we are all  D. Correct as is 

 

Task: Below, write 1 paragraph (5-7 well composed, cohesive, well punctuated sentences) using the 

words that I have listed below. Get creative with what your paragraph is about, and be sure to write in 

well-thought out sentences. This is where you will develop your writing skills. 

Use must use the following words: adjacent, benefit, extensive, repetition, calculate 

 

SCHOOL: BPS Distance Learning           GRADE: 8                        SUBJECT: WRITING 
ACTIVITY: Read the passage below. Then answer questions about errors in the passage. Highlight, underline, 
circle or bold, your answer. 
 
Grammar Lesson #3 
 
Adopted From: Englishforeveryone.org 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SCHOOL:      BPS Distance Learning                           GRADE: _8__                    SUBJECT:  Mathematics_ 

ACTIVITY: Math critical thinking problems written as newspaper articles to give students depth, 
meaning and real world application. 
 

Townships Run into Trouble Figuring Out Cost of 

Land. 

 
 

Morgan Township and Culp Township have partnered together in the purchasing 

$2 million worth of land from neighboring Miller Township. 

Morgan Township plans on using their share of the land to build 2 separate parks, 

while Culp Township wanted to use their share of land to build a library.  

Borders have already been agreed upon, but the price each is to pay has not.  The 

two townships are having a problem figuring out how much each township should 

pay for their cut of the land.     
 

In the diagram below are the borders drawn up by Morgan and Culp Townships 
for the  $2 million parcel of land being sold by Miller Township. 
The shaded part represents Culp Township.  The un-shaded part represents 
Morgan Township 

 
If anyone can figure out how much each township pays, with evidence, both 
Townships have agreed to name both parks and the library after them. 
 



School: Geraldine Claytor Magnet Academy             Grade: 8                     Subject: Science 
ACTIVITY: 
Read the background information on forms of energy and use the reading to answer the review questions. 

 

Name: Date: HR: 

 

Forms of Energy 

This musician’s electric guitar wails at a concert, as colored 

lights wash over the band. It’s hot on stage because of the 

lights, but they really add to the show. The fans are thrilled 

and screaming with excitement. The exciting concert 

wouldn’t be possible without several different forms of 

energy. Do you know what they are? 

Introducing Forms of Energy 

Energy, or the ability to cause changes in matter, can exist in many different forms. Energy can also 

change from one form to another. The photo above of the guitar player represents six forms of 

energy: mechanical, chemical, electrical, light, thermal, and sound energy. Another form of energy is 

nuclear energy.  

Q: Can you find the six different forms of energy in the photo of the guitar player (See opening 

image)? 

A: The guitarist uses mechanical energy to pluck the strings of the guitar. He gets the energy he 

needs to perform from chemical energy in food he ate earlier in the day. The stage lights use 

electrical energy, which they change to light energy and thermal energy (commonly called heat). 

The guitar produces sound energy when the guitarist plucks the strings. 

Seven Forms of Energy 

The different forms of energy are defined and illustrated below.  

https://www.ck12.org/c/physics/energy
https://www.ck12.org/c/physics/energy
https://www.ck12.org/c/physics/heat


1. Mechanical energy is the energy of movement. It is found in objects that are moving or have the 

potential to move. 

 

This drummer has mechanical energy as he moves the drumsticks to hit the drums and 

cymbals. The moving drumsticks also have mechanical energy, but they would have 

mechanical energy even if they weren't moving. That's because they have the potential 

to fall when the drummer is holding them above the floor. This potential energy is due to 

gravity. 

2. Chemical energy is energy that is stored in the bonds between 

the atoms of compounds. If the bonds are broken, the energy is 

released and can be converted to other forms of energy. 

 

This portable guitar amplifier can run on batteries. Batteries store chemical energy and change it to electrical energy. 

3. Electrical energy is the energy of moving electrons. Electrons flow through 

wires to create electric current. 

 

The bright lights on this stage use electrical energy. They are wired into the electrical system of the of the 

hall. The guitars and microphone also use electrical energy. You can see the electrical cords running 

from them to the outlet on the floor below the musicians. 

 

4. Electromagnetic energy is energy that travels through space as electrical and magnetic waves. 

The light flooding the stage in the Figure above is one type of electromagnetic energy. Other types 

include radio waves, microwaves, X rays, and gamma rays. 

https://www.ck12.org/c/chemistry/batteries
https://www.ck12.org/c/physics/current
https://www.ck12.org/c/earth-science/flooding
https://www.ck12.org/c/physical-science/forms-of-energy/lesson/Forms-of-Energy-MS-PS/?referrer=concept_details#x-ck12-TVNfUFMtRWxlY3RyaWNhbA..
https://www.ck12.org/c/physics/radio-waves
https://www.ck12.org/c/physics/microwaves
https://www.ck12.org/c/physics/gamma-rays


5. Thermal energy is the energy of moving atoms of matter. All 

matter has thermal energy because atoms of all matter are 

constantly moving. An object with more mass has greater 

thermal energy than an object with less mass because it has 

more atoms. 

Why is this jogger sweating so much? His shirt is soaking up his sweat because he 

has so much thermal energy. The jogger is hot because of the heat from the sun and the hard work he puts into his run. 

6. Sound energy is a form of mechanical energy that starts with a vibration in matter. For example, 

the singer’s voice starts with vibrations of his vocal cords, which are folds of tissue in his throat. The 

vibrations pass to surrounding particles of matter and then from one particle to another in waves. 

Sound waves can travel through air, water, and other substances, but not through empty space. 

7. Nuclear energy is energy that is stored in the nuclei of atoms because of the strong forces that 

hold the nucleus together. The energy can be released in nuclear power plants by splitting nuclei 

apart. It is also released when unstable (radioactive) nuclei break down, or decay. 

Q: The fans at a rock concert also produce or use several forms of energy. What are they? 

A: The fans see the concert because of electromagnetic energy (light) that enters their eyes from the 

well-lit musicians on stage. They hear the music because of the sound energy that reaches their ears 

from the amplifiers. They use mechanical energy when they clap their hands and jump from their 

seats in excitement. Their bodies generate thermal energy, using the chemical energy stored in food 

they have eaten. 

Summary 

● Energy, or the ability to cause changes in matter, can exist in many different forms. Energy can 

also change from one form to another. 

● Forms of energy include mechanical, chemical, electrical, electromagnetic, thermal, sound, 

and nuclear energy. 

 

 

https://www.ck12.org/c/physics/heat
https://www.ck12.org/c/earth-science/sun
https://www.ck12.org/c/physics/sound-waves
https://www.ck12.org/c/biology/water
https://www.ck12.org/c/biology/nucleus
https://www.ck12.org/c/chemistry/nuclear-power
https://www.ck12.org/c/biology/eyes


DIRECTIONS: Answer each question fully using the reading 

1. Make a table of forms of energy. In your table, list and define five of the forms of energy 

described in this article. Include an example of each form. 

Energy Name Energy Definition Example 

   

   

   

   

   

 

2. Identify three different forms of energy represented by the Figure below. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

https://www.ck12.org/c/physical-science/forms-of-energy/lesson/Forms-of-Energy-MS-PS/?referrer=concept_details
https://www.ck12.org/c/physical-science/forms-of-energy/lesson/Forms-of-Energy-MS-PS/?referrer=concept_details#x-ck12-TVNfUFMtVHJ1bXBldA..


GRADE: 8                   SUBJECT: Social Studies 

ACTIVITY: Students will be able to understand and analyze how the Dawes Act changed life for Native 

Americans 

(Article from Khan Academy with some modifications) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Dawes Act 
Background to the “Indian problem” 

Although violent conflict had plagued relations between white settlers and Native 

American Indians from the very beginning of European colonization of the New 

world, such violence increased in the mid-nineteenth century as European settlers 

moved ever further west across the American continent. Most white Americans 

believed there was no way to live in peace and harmony with Native Americans, 

whom they regarded as “backwards” and “primitive.” 

As a result of this widespread belief, the federal government created the 

reservation system in 1851 to provide land to Native Americans and thereby keep 

them off of the lands that European-Americans wished to settle. Many tribes 

resisted their confinement to the reservations, resulting in a series of conflicts 

between various Indian tribes and the US Army known as the Indian Wars. 

Ultimately, the Army subdued the Indians and forced them onto reservations, 

where they were allowed to govern themselves and maintain some of their 

traditions and culture. 

But as white Americans pushed ever westward, they came into conflict with 

Native Americans on their tribal lands. Many of these white settlers viewed the 

continued practice of native traditions as barbaric and intolerable. They believed 

https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/us-history/the-gilded-age/american-west/a/the-dawes-act
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/us-history/the-gilded-age/american-west/a/the-reservation-system
https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/us-history/the-gilded-age/american-west/a/indian-wars


that assimilation (being completely absorbed) into mainstream white American 

society was the only acceptable fate for Native Americans. This belief was often 

couched in religious terms; many white Christians argued that only by abandoning 

their spiritual traditions and accepting Christian dogma could the Indians be 

“saved” from the fires of hell. The forced assimilation of Native Americans was 

thus justified as being better for the Indians themselves. 

In the late nineteenth century, a political consensus formed around these ideas, 

and the result was the 1887 passage of the Dawes Act. 

Provisions and effects of the Dawes Act 

The Dawes Act of 1887, sometimes referred to as the Dawes Severalty Act of 1887 

or the General Allotment Act, was signed into law on January 8, 1887, by US 

President Grover Cleveland. The act authorized the president to confiscate and 

redistribute tribal lands in the American West. It explicitly sought to destroy the 

social cohesion of Indian tribes and to thereby eliminate the remaining vestiges of 

Indian culture and society. Only by disavowing their own traditions, it was 

believed, could the Indians ever become truly “American.” 

As a result of the Dawes Act, tribal lands were divided out into individual plots. 

Only those Native Americans who accepted the individual plots of land were 

allowed to become US citizens. The remainder of the land was then sold off to 

white settlers. 

 

Poster advertising "Indian Land for Sale" with a photograph of a Native American 

man wearing a war bonnet. 

Advertisement for the sale of Native American land. Image courtesy Wikimedia 
Commons. 

What do you think? 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Poster_2013-08-14_08-45.jpg


1. Why do you think white Americans viewed Native American Indians as such 

a threat? 

2. Do you think the Dawes Act was intended to help or harm Native 

Americans? 

3. What was the effect of the Dawes Act on Native American cultural beliefs 

and traditions? 

4. What do you see as the main difference between Native American and 

European American ideas about land and ownership of the land? 

 



 Grade: 8                  Subject ELA/Writing 
ACTIVITY:  
ELA-Read the following passage about the letter that Jackie Robinson 
wrote to the President about his experiences with Civil Rights.  
Answer the multiple-choice questions and using ACE answer the 
open-ended questions.   
WRITING-Thinking about what you have read and what you have 
personally experienced, write a letter to the President identifying a 
problem that you have noticed (this can be world-wide, or in your 
neighborhood) and a possible solution or action step to that problem.  
Your writing should follow the criteria in a standard letter writing 
guidelines that have been introduced.   

 

 

Letter from Jackie Robinson on Civil Rights 

Time and Setting of the Letter 

[Jackie] Robinson responded to Presidential civil rights comments amid continuing controversy over 

school desegregation efforts in Little Rock, AR, and the South. In September 1957, Governor Orval 

Faubus had ordered the Arkansas National Guard to prevent entry of nine African American students 

into that city's Central High School. President Eisenhower reluctantly sent U.S. troops to enforce the 

school's integration. (National Archives and Records Administration, Dwight D. Eisenhower Library, 

Abilene, Kansas) 

Copy of the Jackie Robinson Letter 

May 13, 1958 

The President 

The White House 

Washington, D.C. 

My dear Mr. President: 

I was sitting in the audience at the Summit Meeting of Negro Leaders yesterday when you said we must 

have patience. On hearing you say this, I felt like standing up and saying, "Oh no! Not again." 

I respectfully remind you sir, that we have been the most patient of all people. When you said we must 

have self-respect, I wondered how we could have self-respect and remain patient considering the 

treatment accorded us through the years. 



17 million Negroes cannot do as you suggest and wait for the hearts of men to change. We want to 

enjoy now the rights that we feel we are entitled to as Americans. This we cannot do unless we pursue 

aggressively goals which all other Americans achieved over 150 years ago. 

As the chief executive of our nation, I respectfully suggest that you unwittingly crush the spirit of 

freedom in Negroes by constantly urging forbearance and give hope to those pro-segregation leaders 

like Governor Faubus who would take from us even those freedoms we now enjoy. Your own experience 

with Governor Faubus is proof enough that forbearance and not eventual integration is the goal the pro-

segregation leaders seek. 

In my view, an unequivocal statement backed up by action such as you demonstrated you could take 

last fall in dealing with Governor Faubus if it became necessary, would let it be known that America is 

determined to provide - in the near future - for Negroes - the freedoms we are entitled to under the 

constitution. 

Respectfully yours, 

Jackie Robinson 

Source:  "Featured Document: Jackie Robinson's Letter to President Eisenhower." U.S. National Archives 

and Records Administration, accessed January 29, 2014. 

http://www.archives.gov/exhibits/featured_documents/jackie_robinson_letter/index.html 

ReadWorks.org · © 2014 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved. 

 

 

Letter from Jackie Robinson on Civil Rights - Comprehension Questions 

Name: ___________________________________ Date: _______________ 

1. To whom is Jackie Robinson writing? 

A. Arkansas Governor Orval Faubus 

B. the Summit Meeting of Negro Leaders 

C. the people of the United States 

D. U.S. President Eisenhower 

 

2. What does Jackie Robinson try to persuade the reader of his letter of? 

A. The president needs to support African-American civil rights through his words and actions. 

B. The president needs to send U.S. troops to schools across the South to enforce the desegregation of 

schools. 

C. Pro-segregation leaders like Governor Faubus will continue to resist the integration of schools. 



D. President Eisenhower's speech at the Summit Meeting of Negro Leaders offended many people. 

 

3. The effort to desegregate schools in the South was met with resistance. What evidence from the 

passage supports this conclusion? 

A. President Eisenhower reluctantly sent U.S. troops to enforce school integration in Arkansas. 

B. At the Summit Meeting of Negro Leaders, President Eisenhower told the assembled African 

Americans that they must have patience. 

C. Governor Faubus ordered the Arkansas National Guard to prevent African Americans from entering a 

school. 

D. Jackie Robinson wrote a letter to President Eisenhower about his civil rights comments. 

 

4. How did Jackie Robinson likely feel when writing this letter? 

A. relieved and happy 

B. upset and impatient 

C. jealous and angry 

D. tired and satisfied 

 

5. What is the main message of Jackie Robinson's letter? 

A. African Americans should have the right to attend integrated schools. 

B. President Eisenhower took the wrong action when dealing with Governor Faubus. 

C. African Americans cannot be patient and wait for their civil rights. 

D. African Americans have been the most patient of people. 

 

6. How does the paragraph "Time and Setting of the Letter" relate to Jackie Robinson's letter? 

A. It provides historical background for the letter. 

B. It describes how President Eisenhower responded to the letter. 

C. It explains how other African Americans felt about the letter. 

D. It describes how the letter affected the civil rights movement. 

 

7. Choose the answer that best completes the sentence below. 



According to Jackie Robinson, African Americans have been very patient while waiting for their civil 

rights; _________, they can no longer wait for things to change. 

A. meanwhile 

B. for example 

C. in the end 

D. however 

8. In Jackie Robinson's letter, what do African Americans want to receive? 

 

 

9. According to Jackie Robinson, how did President Eisenhower unknowingly crush the spirit of freedom 

in African Americans? 

 

 

10. Explain how Jackie Robinson supports his argument that African Americans can no longer "wait for 

the hearts of men to change" in order to receive their civil rights. 

ReadWorks.org · © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved. 

 

 

 

 

 

ANSWER SHEET 

1)__________________________________________________________________________________ 

2)__________________________________________________________________________________ 

3)___________________________________________________________________________________ 

4)___________________________________________________________________________________  

5____________________________________________________________________________________  

6)___________________________________________________________________________________  

7)___________________________________________________________________________________  



8)___________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________  

9)___________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________  

10)__________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________  

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

 

 

SCHOOL: BPS Distance Learning              GRADE: 8                          SUBJECT: ELA 
ACTIVITY:  
 
Use this image from the New York Times to inspire a written piece such as a short story or 
poem. 



Hoover Dam
Background Reading

To remain stable, a dam must be strong enough in compression to resist the horizontal pressing force of millions, even
trillions of gallons of water that would otherwise topple the structure or send it sliding down the river valley. To counter the
force of the water, which presses horizontally against the dam, the dam itself and the rock either side of it and beneath it
must provide an equal force from the opposite direction. 

Some dams, known as gravity dams, rely on their mass, or quantity of matter, to manage the load of the water. For others,
known as arch dams, shape is more important. An arch directs the load along its curve to where it meets resistance from
support structures on either side, often from solid canyon walls. The narrower shape of an arched dam requires
considerably less building material than a typical gravity dam, so engineers often choose this design to save on
construction costs. 

The maximum force of the water pressing against the bottom of Hoover Dam, a concrete arch-gravity dam, is about
45,000 pounds per square foot. Moving upward, this force decreases linearly, and the average force exerted on the dam
is about half this figure. The dam's solidity and weight--it is composed of 6.6 million tons of solid concrete--provide all
that's needed to withstand this load. However, the dam's engineers added other design features, just for good measure. 

Straight walls will readily topple against immense water pressure, so the downstream side of Hoover Dam is sloped. In
profile, the dam looks like a right triangle, with the perpendicular side toward the water. Hoover Dam is also arched,
projecting outward into Lake Mead.

Reprinted from PBS LearningMedia: Hoover Dam 
https://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/phy03.sci.phys.mfw.bbhooverdam/hoover-dam/ 
© 2013 WGBH. All Rights Reserved. For personal or classroom use only. Not for redistribution.

https://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/phy03.sci.phys.mfw.bbhooverdam/hoover-dam/


School: BPS Distance learning             Grade: 8                 Subject: Science 

ACTIVITY: 

• Read the background information and watch the video segment, from Building Big: Dams, 
which illustrates the forces that act on Hoover Dam. 

• Answer the discussion questions using your own words. Cite any information you get from 
outside sources. 

 

Name Date HR 

Building Big: Dams 

Find the video at: https://cptv.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/phy03.sci.phys.mfw.bbhooverdam/hoover-

dam/#.Xnzhf4jYqUk  

Directions: Answer the discussion questions using your own words. Cite any information you get from 

outside sources. 

1. How does a curved dam resist the force of the water pushing behind it? Draw a diagram to show 

the different forces at work. 

 

 

2. Now draw a straight dam. How are the forces different? Why is this design "weaker?" 

 

 

3. How does a very heavy object resist sliding sideways when you push hard on it? Which heavy 

things are easy to push sideways and which are difficult? Can we make things harder and easier 

to push sideways? Explain. 

https://cptv.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/phy03.sci.phys.mfw.bbhooverdam/hoover-dam/#.Xnzhf4jYqUk
https://cptv.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/phy03.sci.phys.mfw.bbhooverdam/hoover-dam/#.Xnzhf4jYqUk
https://cptv.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/phy03.sci.phys.mfw.bbhooverdam/hoover-dam/#.Xnzhf4jYqUk


 

 

4. Some very heavy things, such as cars and trains, can move sideways fairly easily. Why would just 

being heavy be enough to prevent a dam like the Hoover Dam from moving sideways? 

 

 

 

 



 

GRADE: _8                  SUBJECT: SOCIAL STUDIES 

ACTIVITY:    The California Gold Rush: This is to provide you with background information about the 

California Gold Rush. CLOSE read the following articles then complete the reading comprehension 

questions.  

a. The California Gold Rush Begins with Three People 
b. Catching the Fever (Primary sources! You will need to CLOSE read and 

annotate each one!)  



 

 



 

 



 

Catching the Fever I 
•-> Oe6le .__.....Pr I d ........ .,..ce. 

,,,,_" '' 

C..r ' W t 

s .) 1a,.....--.Uf1d•..._.,.,,, • ...... ..,... _____________ _ 

J.) 'llVhat doa ""'-Gtttle7 _.....,...,._ .. ¥-Un apo!ltM .....&c.otthe e.1.h• 

pleadf\al•t.loemudlaOW'otfteU'? --------------------

•·> .......,.,...._,...IMnslnOblola11'41""4)'04lruddoetwo.._...udc•lndoemlddle. H

_..,..,upa..OWllM....W,..do>-------------------

•.> O...tot.loe-h•'••ottWot..t...,.....c1ct.e~ur......s1a •• '"' ..... whM 

....,....,..dillokti..e'-1-............ -... ...., -------------



 GRADE: 8                          SUBJECT: Reading 

ACTIVITY:  

Read the notes on Page 1-2 about Figurative Language.  Complete the worksheets using 

simile, metaphor, and personification. 

 

 

Figurative Language 

Figurative language is a tool that an author uses, to help the reader visualize, or see, what is 

happening in a story or poem.   

  

Types of Figurative Language  

Simile is a comparison using like or as.  It usually compares two unlike objects. 

Example:  His feet are as big as boats.  Feet and boats are being compared. 

  

Metaphor states that one thing is something else.  It is a comparison but does NOT use like or 

as to make the comparison. 

Example:  Her hair is silk.   Hair and silk are being compared. 

 

Personification is giving human qualities, feelings, actions, or characteristics to inanimate (not 

living) objects. 

Example: The house stared at me with looming eyes.  (The verb, stared, is a human action.  A 

house is a non-living object).  Therefore, we have a good example of personification. 

 

Alliteration is the repetition of the initial consonant.  There should be at least two repetitions in 

a row. 

Example:  Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers.  The first letter, p, is a consonant.  Its 

sound is repeated many times.   

 

Onomatopoeia is the imitation of natural sounds in word form.  These words help us form 

mental pictures, or visualize, things, people, or places that are described.  Sometimes a word 

names a thing or action by copying the sound. 

Example:  Bong!   Hiss   Buzz! 



  

Symbolism occurs when one thing stands for or represents something else. 

Example:  The dove symbolizes peace. 

 

Hyperbole is intentionally exaggerated figures of speech.   

Example:  It was raining cats and dogs. 

 

Imagery involves one or more of your five senses – the abilities to hear, taste, touch, smell, and 

see.  An author uses a word or phrase to stimulate your memory of those senses and to help 

create mental pictures. 

 

Idioms An expression that means something other than the literal meanings of its individual 

words. They are overused expressions.  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Poetry Worksheet #1: Similes and Metaphors 
 

Directions: Decide whether each sentence contains a simile or a metaphor.  Underline it and 

write “simile” or “metaphor”.  Then, under each sentence, write what the simile or metaphor 

means. 

  

1. The giant’s steps were thunder as he ran toward Jack. 

  

2. The pillow was a cloud when I put my head upon it. 

  

3. The bar of soap was a slippery eel during the dog’s bath. 

  

4. I felt like a cheetah when I ran the race. 

  

5. Those boys are like two peas in a pod. 



  

 Directions: Write your own simile. 

  

 Directions: Write your own metaphor. 

  

 

Worksheet #2: Personification 

 

Directions: For each sentence, circle the object being personified and write the meaning under 

it. 

  

1. The wind sang her mournful song through the falling leaves. 

  

  

2. The microwave timer told me it was time to eat my TV dinner. 

  

  

3. The china danced on the shelves during the earthquake. 

  

  

4. The rain kissed my cheeks as it fell. 

  

  

5. The daffodils nodded their yellow heads at the walkers. 

  

  

6. The snow whispered as it fell to the ground during the early morning hours. 



  

 Directions: Personify the following sentences.  Change the words in parentheses to words that 

would describe a human’s actions. 

  

7. The puppy (barked) when I left for school. 

  

8. The leaf (fell) from the tree. 

  

9. The CD player (made a noise). 

  

10. The arrow (moves) across the screen. 

  

11. The net (moves) when the basketball goes through. 

  

Directions: Write 3 of your own sentences that demonstrate personification. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

  

Worksheet #3: Similes, Metaphors and Personification 

 

Directions: Identify the following sentences as similes, metaphors, or personifications 

  

1. He is like a monster when he plays sports.  _____ 

2. He is a monster when he plays sports. _____ 

3. Paying bills is like having your teeth pulled.  _____ 

4. The moon was a silver ship sailing through the sea.  _____ 



5. She swims like a fish.  _____ 

6. The water opened its arms and invited them in.  _____ 

7. My brother is a clown.  _____ 

8. The rain kissed my face as it fell.  _____ 

9. The strawberries were yelling, “Eat me first!”  _____ 

10. He is a rabbit lost in the woods.  _____ 

11. Her glasses look like small bottle caps.  _____ 

12. His eyes are shining stars in the middle of the night.  _____ 

13. The car engine coughed and cried when it started during the cold winter morning.  

_____ 

 

  

 

) 

 



SCHOOL:     BPS Distance Learning                       GRADE: __8_                    SUBJECT: _ELA  

ACTIVITY:  Character Connection    
 Have you been streaming a lot of Netflix? Reading books? Watching movies? Playing video games? 
Or have you been out in nature doing a little hiking, biking, running on the trails. Find one connection 
between a character from this year’s readings to what you have been doing the last few days.   
Write a 100 + word response connecting this character to yourself. Be certain to explain who this 
character is and where they are from (ex: Ponyboy from The Outsiders). Then explain how/what the 
connection is between you and this character. Give specific details as to how you and this character 
connect.  
  

  

 



 

 

SCHOOL: Read School              GRADE: 8th                           SUBJECT: MATHEMATICS 

ACTIVITY: Bridge to Algebra Worksheet 
 
Students have to the worksheet.  Students can use the tools such as the Desmos 
Scientific Calculator. 
 
See attachment below 



WhJ Was the Baby Ant Confused? 
Fill in each blank with one of the choices to the right. The circled letter to 

; the left of each blank goes in the box containing the number of the answer. 
~ ~ ~ 

The Coordinate Plane 

G The plane has two number lines that intersect e at a point called the . The horizontal number 

0 line is called the . The vertical number line is 

0 called the . The two axes divide the coordinate 

0 plane into four parts called . The location of a 

G point in the coordinate plane is given using an ______ _ 

0 of numbers. The first number is the . The 

0 second number is the . Label the origin, axes, 

and quadrants in the figure at the top of the answer column. 

Equations in Two Variables 

For an equation with two variables, x and y, a pair of values 

0 (x,y) that make the equation true is a called a _____ _ 

Q of the equation. Each solution is an . The 

e value of xis written ; the value of y is written 

0 . Each solution can be represented as a 

(!) in the coordinate plane. The set of all points 

G representing solutions is called the of the 

e equation. An equation in two variables has an ------
number of solutions, so there is an infinite number of e in the graph. 

Linear Equations in Two Variables 

If the graph of an equation in two variables is a straight line, 

G the equation is a equation. Eve:ry solution 

fD can be represented by a on the line. For 

example, the equation y = 2x + 5 is a linear equation because 

G its graph is a . One solution of this equation is 
G . 2x + 3y = 90 is a linear equation because its 

0 is a line. In a linear equation, the highest e power of either variable is the power. 

,. 

,.1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 

.. 

15. origin 
1. x-coordinate 

23. intercept 
9. quadrants 
6. coordinate 

17. y-coordinate 
26. x-axis 
22. ordered pair 

7. graph 
19. y-axis 

24. second 
11. slope 
27. infinite 
10. first 

5. point 
13. solution 

2. points 
18. number 

3. ordered pair 
16. graph 

.... 

21. (3,11) 
8. point 

23. (5, 12) 
12. line 
14. first 

4. intercept 
20. linear 
25. graph 

.j 

23 24 25 26 27 

... I 
PUNCHLINE• Bridge to Algebra 
©2001 Marcy Mathworks • 126. 

Functions and Linear Equations and Inequalities: 
Linear Equations 



GRADE: 8TH                 SUBJECT: U.S. HISTORY/SOCIAL STUDIES 

ACTIVITY: WOMEN’S HISTORY MONTH-OVERLOOKED NO MORE Activity #3 April 3, 2020 

Essential Question: What makes someone worthy of recognition? 

• Read the primary source “An Insider’s Perspective on the Lincolns” from Upfront magazine.  

• Answer the five discussion questions and the essential question. 

• Use the RACE strategy when answering the questions. 

 

WOMEN’S HISTORY MONTH- OVERLOOKED NO MORE ACTIVITY #3 APRIL 3 

Essential Question: What makes someone worthy of recognition? 

PAIRING A PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SOURCE:  Read the primary source “An Insider’s 

Perspective on the Lincolns” from Upfront magazine. Answer the five discussion questions and the essential 

question. Use the RACE strategy when answering the questions. 

 



Use the RACE strategy to answer the questions below. 

 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 

1.How would you describe the tone and purpose of 

this part of Keckly’s memoir? 

 

2.What types of figurative language does Keckly use 

in paragraph 1 to describe the crowd? 

 

3.What does Keckly allude to at the end of the first 

paragraph? How does she allude to it? 

 

4.What claim does Keckly make in paragraph 6? 

How is the claim supported by paragraph 1? 

 

5.Based on the excerpt, what is your evaluation of 

Keckly as a writer? Consider your evaluation and the 

Upfront article. That Keckly was overlooked in her 

time? Explain. 

 

ESSENTIAL QUESTION ANSWER 

What makes someone worthy of recognition?  

NOTE: Write your answers below if you do not have enough space in the boxes provided. 

 

 



 

Grade: 6-8                          Subject:  VISUAL ART 

 

Activity: Word Art 

You will create an illustration of a noun or adjective (describing word).  

 

Materials: 

1 piece of white paper, pencil, crayons, colored pencils or markers 

 

Directions: 

1. Choose a noun or an adjective that you think you can express in a picture. 
2. LIGHTLY sketch out the word you chose. 
3. Turn the letters into a picture that shows the meaning of the word. Make it awesome! 
4. Send me a picture! 

5. Be creative. Feel free to do more than one! 

 

 

 

 

     

     
 

 

 

 

 



                                         GRADE: 6-8                                   SUBJECT: VISUAL ART 

 
ACTIVITY: Zentangle - A piece of art created by repeated patterns. Using your 
knowledge of pattern and line to fill in each space of the elephant head. Each 
space should be a different pattern. Use what you have: pencil, marker or colored 
pencil – anything is fine!  Go slow and make sure every mark is thought out. Make 
a mistake? Go with it. Make it look like it was done on purpose! 



 

  

 



  

GRADE:   5-8                 SUBJECT: Band 
ACTIVITY: 100 Notes! 
The following musical example contains EXACTLY 100 notes.  In this assignment you can change the 
pitches but not the rhythms. Make sure that there are exactly 100 notes when you are done.   You will 
notice that measures 1 through 4 are rhythmically the same as measures 9 through 12 and measures 5 
through 8 are rhythmically similar to measures 13 through 16.  You may consider this when composing 
your melody. 
 
RHYTHM. 
Clap and count through the rhythm of the 100 Notes’ first line.  For instance, for the first measure say; 
 

Do  Do  Do-de  Do -or- Ta  Ta   ti-ti  Ta -or- 1  2  3-&  4 
(Hint: it’s what your teachers clap to get your attention) 

 
Continue clapping and counting through the measures of the second line in the same manner. Remember, 
the third and fourth lines are just a repeat of the first and second lines.  Simple. 
 
ADD YOUR INSTRUMENT. 
After assembling and warming up your instrument pick a note or “pitch” you are comfortable playing and 
perform the song on that note.  For instance, Trumpets and Clarinets might try “C”, Alto Saxes might try 
“G” while Flutes and Trombones and Mallets might try “Bb.”  Drummers can use a book, mouse pad or 
plastic plate.   
 
MIX IT UP. 
Next, you can try the song using another pitch or switch pitches as the rhythm changes.  Try some 
different patterns of pitches in order to make it fun.  Drummers can mix up the objects you strike.  Below 
is a Scale Grid that includes your instruments pitches for the Concert B Flat Major Scale. You’re probably 
familiar with this scale.  If you need some review, you can use the fingering chart attached to this activity.  

CONCERT B FLAT MAJOR SCALE: Leap over italic notes for Pentatonic  

Alto & Baritone Sax  G  A  B  C  D  E  F#  G  
Clarinet, Tenor Sax & Trumpet  C  D  E  F  G  A  B  C  
French Horn  F  G  A  Bb  C  D  E  F  
Flute, Oboe, Bassoon, Trombone, 
Baritone, Guitars, Keyboards & Mallets  

Bb  C  D  Eb  F  G  A  Bb  

 
LAY IT DOWN. 
Next, you can record your favorite version using the voice memo of a smart phone or computer.  Try to 
record a few versions and compare them.  Once you’ve decided which recording sounds best, message it 
to your instructor. Above all, have fun composing and recording tracks with you instrument.  

  



 



 

GRADE: 5-8                 SUBJECT: Strings 
ACTIVITY:  
This lesson is going to focus on the theory behind major scales.  The more you understand about major scales, the 
better your playing will become. In order to learn about them, we need to use a piano keyboard. Look at the 
keyboard in front of you and label the keys on the piano using the letters in the musical alphabet. I started labeling 
some of them to help you out. Also, notice how the black keys on the piano have 2 names, one sharp name and one 
flat name. This is very important in understanding scales.  

 
 
Now, using the keyboard that you just labeled, we are going to discuss half steps and whole steps.  
 
Half step (H)- the distance from one key to a key adjacent to it. An example of a half step would be F#-G.  Another 
example would be C-Db. 
                     
Looking at the following pairs, which ones are half steps:        D- Eb                       A-Bb                       E-F                                  
        
Whole Step (W)- two half steps equals one whole step.  An example of a whole step would be G-A.  Notice how 
there is 1 piano key (G#/Ab) in between those two notes. Another example would be C-D, which has C#/Db in 
between them.   
 
What about the following pairs, which ones are whole steps?             A-B                           D-E                          B-C 
*Note: the key in the middle does not have to be black 
 
Using the information from above, label each pair as a half step (H), whole step (W), or neither (N). 
 
                          E-F                               G-Ab                       A-C                          C-Db 
  
                          F#-G#                          Bb-C                       Eb-F                         E-G 
Ú 
Now let’s look at the D major scale to see whether each note is a half or whole step away from the next note.                                                            
                                                  D - E - F# - G - A - B - C# - D 
                                                     Ú     Ú      Ú      Ú    Ú     Ú      Ú 
                                                                   W   W     H      W   W    W    H 
 
Now let’s look at the G major scale. Write out the G major scale. ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ 
                                                                                                Ú     Ú      Ú    Ú     Ú     Ú     Ú 
                                                                               Label each interval:      __   __    __   __   __    __   __  
 
Do you see a whole step and half step pattern? _________    If so, what is the pattern? 

C# 

Db 

F# 

Gb 

C D G 

D# 

Eb 

C 



 

 
1. Label the missing notes on the fingerboard for the D and A string.   

                                    
                                         Violin/Viola                                                                          Cello 
 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 
 
  
  
  
  

2. Write out the D major scale using quarter notes. Do not forget to draw the correct clef.  
a. Write the note name above the note.  

             _________________________________________________________  
             _________________________________________________________  
             _________________________________________________________  
             _________________________________________________________  
             _________________________________________________________  
  

3. Label the notes with the correct pitches/note names (above the notes) and fingerings (below the notes).   

          



BLACKHAM ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNER DEPARTMENT 
 
 
Good morning students and parents/guardians,  
 
It is our hope that you are healthy and staying positive during this stressful time. The Blackham 
ELL team wants you to know that we are here to help and support you.   
  
As you may have heard, our schools will remain closed until March 31st. We will be moving to 
distance learning at this time. That means that some of your teachers will be posting assignments 
online. Please make sure you check Microsoft TEAMS and your emails daily, if your homeroom 
teachers use that platform.  
 
If your homeroom teacher does not use Teams, follow the directions on the distance learning 
packets available on the District website.  
 
You have access to i-Ready (math and reading) and Myon. This is the perfect time to 
practice and bring up your minutes! We have also provided you with a list of specific ELL 
practice sites and sites that offer specific academic help. We will also check our emails three 
times a day (9:00, 12:00 and 2:30) if you have specific questions.  
  
If you do not have a computer or WiFi at home, your homeroom teachers will be making packets 
for you. We will provide a list of supports and websites that might help intermediate and 
advanced ELL students and a beginner packet for year one students.  Your parent or guardian 
can pick up the packet at the school.   
If you are sick and unable to do schoolwork, please let us know.  
  
 We are a team and will get through this situation together. We are proud of all your 
accomplishments this year and look forward to seeing your hard work.   
  
Please visit the site below for multilingual Covid-19 information  
https://www.colorincolorado.org/coronavirus   
  
ELL Team   
Chris Novotny (cnovotny@bridgeportedu.net)  
Victor Alers  (valers@bridgeportedu.net)  
Lisa Dias (ldias@bridgeportedu.net)           
          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Buenos días estudiantes y padres/tutores,  
 
Esperamos que estés sano y que te mantengas positivo durante este tiempo estresante. 
El equipo deBlackham  ELL quiere que sepas que estamos aquí para ayudarte y apoyarte.   
Como habrán oído, nuestras escuelas permanecerán cerradas hasta el 31 de marzo. 
Nos moveremos hacia el aprendizaje a distancia en este momento.  
 
Eso  significa  que  algunos de sus profesores estarán publicando tareas en línea. Asegúrese de re
visar Microsoft TEAMS y sus correos electrónicos diariamente si sus profesores de 
aula  doméstica  utilizan esa plataforma.Si su maestro de aula no utiliza los equipos, siga las instr
ucciones de los paquetes de aprendizaje a distancia disponibles en el sitio web del Distrito.  
 
Usted tiene acceso a i-Ready (matemáticas y lectura) y Myon. ¡Este es el momento perfecto 
para practicar y traer tus minutos! También le hemos proporcionado una lista de sitios 
y sitiosde práctica de ELL específicos que ofrecen ayuda académica específica. También    revisa
remos nuestros correos electrónicos tres veces al día (9:00, 12:00 
y 2:30)  si tiene preguntas específicas.  
 
Si usted no tiene una computadora o WiFi en casa, sus maestros de 
aula estarán haciendo paquetes para usted. Proporcionaremos una lista de soportes y sitios web 
que podrían ayudar a los estudiantes el ELL intermedios y avanzados y 
un paquete para principiantes para estudiantes de primer año.  Su padre o 
tutor puede recoger el paquete en la escuela.   
 
Si usted está enfermo y no puede hacer tareas escolares, por favor háganoslo saber.  
Somos un equipo y superaremos esta situación juntos. 
Estamos orgullosos  de  todos sus logros este año y esperamos ver su trabajo duro.   
  
Visite el sitio a continuación para obtener información en varios idiomas sobre Covid-19  
https://www.colorincolorado.org/coronavirus  
  
ELL Team   
 
Chris Novotny (cnovotny@bridgeportedu.net)  
Victor Alers  (valers@bridgeportedu.net)  
Lisa Dias (ldias@bridgeportedu.net)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Bom dia, alunos e pais / responsáveis, 

É nossa esperança que você esteja saudável e permaneça positivo durante esse período 
estressante. A equipe de Blackham ELL deseja que você saiba que estamos aqui para ajudá-lo e 
apoiá-lo. 

 Como você já deve ter ouvido, nossas escolas permanecerão fechadas até 31 de março. Neste 
momento, mudaremos para o ensino a distância. Isso significa que alguns de seus professores 
postarão tarefas on-line. Verifique todos os dias o Microsoft TEAMS e seus e-mails, se os 
professores da sua sala de aula usarem essa plataforma. 

Se o seu professor de sala de aula não usar equipes, siga as instruções nos pacotes de ensino a 
distância disponíveis no site do distrito. 

Você tem acesso ao i-Ready (matemática e leitura) e Myon. Este é o momento perfeito para 
praticar e expor seus minutos! Também fornecemos uma lista de sites de prática de ELL 
específicos e sites que oferecem ajuda acadêmica específica. Também verificaremos nossos e-
mails três vezes ao dia (9:00, 12:00 e 2:30) se você tiver perguntas específicas. 

 Se você não possui um computador ou Wi-Fi em casa, os professores da sua sala de aula criarão 
pacotes para você. Forneceremos uma lista de suportes e sites que podem ajudar estudantes 
intermediários e avançados de ELL e um pacote iniciante para alunos do primeiro ano. Seus pais 
ou responsáveis podem pegar o pacote na escola. 

Se você estiver doente e incapaz de realizar trabalhos escolares, informe-nos. 

 Somos uma equipe e vamos superar essa situação juntos. Estamos orgulhosos de todas as suas 
realizações este ano e estamos ansiosos para ver seu trabalho duro. 

 Visite o site abaixo para obter informações multilíngues sobre o Covid-19 

https://www.colorincolorado.org/coronavirus  
 
ELL Team   
 
Chris Novotny (cnovotny@bridgeportedu.net)  
Victor Alers  (valers@bridgeportedu.net)  
Lisa Dias (ldias@bridgeportedu.net)  

 

 

 

 



Dear Parent/Guardian and student,  
The following websites provide our year 1-3 students with English language practice and 
activities.  
   
Duolingo.com  
Englishcentral.com/videos  
Learningchocolate.com  
Lingohut.com  
Multilingual.mpls.k12.mn.us/newcomer_toolkit  
english.yabla.com  
Englishmedialab.com  
Manythings.org  
ESL-Lab.com  
ESLfast.com  
English-guide.org   
  
 
Translation Sites:  
Google Translate (for text and documents)  
365 Word (click Review tab)  
Yandex Translate  
Reverso  

 

These websites on flyer are free tools  
that will provide academic practice.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

ESL at Home K-2Weeks1-2 
Use notebook paper to complete these activities. Do one each day! 

Monday 

Watch a TV show 
or movie. 

List: 
• Title 

• Characters 
• Setting 

• Beginning 
• Middle 

• End 

Monday 

Find 10 things that 
are heavy. Draw 
them or write a 

list. 

Find 10 things that 
are red. 

Draw them or 
write a list. 

Find 10 things that 
are soft. 

Draw them or 
writP. n liC\t _ 

Tuesday 

Use objects in 
your house to 

invent something. 

Illustrate it and 
label it. 

--.'Jt .-
'-~<' • ' ~> 

,_,_"---
~·~ 
~ 

Tuesday 

Stack cans and 
boxes to make a 

tower. Stand 
back and throw a 

small pillow to 
knock it down. 

Wednesday 

What do you look 
like? Use a mirror 

to draw and label 
yourself. 

~J 
Wednesday 

Write a message 
to someone, then 

write it 
backwards. Ask 
them to figure it 

out! 

Example: 
I love you 

uoy evol I 

Thursday 

Write a word that 
that starts with 

every letter of the 
alphabet. 
Example: 
A: apple 

B:boy 

Thursday 

Write an acrostic 
poem using your 

name. 
Example: 

R: Really fun 
0: Outgoing 
Y: yellow hair 

Friday 

Use a toothbrush 
to measure 5 
things in your 

house. 
Toothbrush Mr;asurins ~

The ===1•s __ roochbrushes long. 

The .___:=]is __ roothbrushes long. 

The ===1is __ coochbrushes long. 

Tht.' l is __ roorhbrush~'1l lung. 

Friday 

Watch two TV 
shows or movies 

and pick two 
characters. 

Draw a cartoon 
of them meeting 

each other. 

0 « c .. 

0 



 

ESL at Home 3-5 weeks 1-2 
Use notebook paper to complete these activities. Do one each day! 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Choose 
Use things you something in your 

Choose any TV can find in your Write a letter to Find something in house to use as a 
house to invent your house that measuring tool, show or movie. 
something new. your teacher 

starts with every like a water bottle Write the title, about what you Illustrate and letter of the or a spoon. characters, did today. Use 
label it. Write alphabet. Measure 10 things setting, words like first, 

about how you Example: with that tool and beginni.ng, next, then, last, 
would use this A: airplane toy make a list. middle, and end. and finally. invention to solve B: bread Example: My bed 

a problem. is 1 2 water bottles 
long. 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Roll up three 

Find 30 objects in 
pieces of paper Write acrostic 
to make tubes. Create a poems to Think of two your home. Sort 
Stand them up. scavenger hunt describe each characters from them into lists. 

Example: things 
See how many for your family. member of your two different 
things you can Hide things family (even your books or shows. that are red, 

things that are 
stack on top of around your pets!) Write a story 

the tubes. house, then write Example: about what might plastic, things 
Make a list of all clues to help M-magical happen if they that are 

magnetic. 
the things you them search. A - ambitious met each other. 
were able to X - excellent 

stack. 



 

ESL At Home 6-8weeks1-2 
Use notebook paper to complete these activities. Do one each day! 

Monday 

Choose any 
book, TV show or 
movie. Write a 1 

paragraph 
summary, and 
then write and 

illustrate an 
alternate ending. 

Monday 

Find 30 objects in 
your home. Sort 

them into lists. 
Example: things 

that are red, 
things that are 
plastic, things 

that are 
magnetic. 

Tuesday 

Use things you 
can find in your 
house to invent 
something new. 

Illustrate and 
label it. Write 

about how you 
would use this 

invention to solve 
a problem. 

Tuesday 

Roll up three 
pieces of paper 
to make tubes. 
Stand them up. 
See how many 
things you can 
stack on top of 

the tubes. 
Make a list of all 
the things you 
were able to 

stack. 

Wednesday 

Create a cipher 
code, then write 
a message to a 
family member. 
See if they can 

unlock the code. 
EX: 

:1 :1 :1 VJ :1 ~I ~I : 
Wednesday 

Create a 
scavenger hunt 
for your family. 

Hide things 
around your 

house, then write 
clues to help 
them search. 

Thursday 

For each letter of 
the alphabet, 

find four objects 
in your house that 

begin with the 
letter. 

Example: 
A: airplane toy, 

animal crackers .. 
B: bread 

C: 
D: 

Thursday 

Observe the cars 
that pass by your 
home in 1 hour. 
Tally the color of 

each car. 
Create ratios to 

explain the 
probability of a 

certain color car 
passing by. 

Friday 

Choose 
something in your 
house to use as a 
measuring tool, 

like a water bottle 
or a spoon. 

Measure 10 things 
with that tool and 

make a list. 
Example: My bed 
= 12 water bottles 

by 16 water 
bottles. 

Friday 

Think of two 
characters from 

two different 
books or shows. 

Write a story 
about what might 

happen if they 
met each other. 



 

 GRADE:  6-8                                         SUBJECT:  MUSIC 

ACTIVITY: GENERATION TO GENERATION INTERVIEW 

Directions: Ask the following questions to an adult in your household to learn more about the music they listened 
to/experienced when they were your age.  

 

Name of person:                                                              How are you related: 
 
What is their age category:   25-35   36-45   46-55   56-65   66-75   76-85   OTHER 
 

What kind of music did you listen to in middle school? Choose all that apply 

Rock ‘n Roll   Country   R&B   Gospel   Pop/New Wave   Hip-Hop   Rap   Other: _______________ 

 
Who was your favorite singer or band? 

 

 

What is a song that would get you dancing? 

 

 

What is a song you heard in your home growing up? 

 

 

What as a song that you heard in your church or a community event? 

 

 

What song made you think of summer? 

 

 

To the student: List 2-3 similarities or differences in the music you and the person you interviewed listen to. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

GRADE: 6-8                   SUBJECT: General Music 

ACTIVITY: Write new lyrics to a song originally performed by someone else. You can change the chorus or 
verse or add a verse using original lyrics. 
 
Don’t forget to include the following: Title of the song/ Original name of the song, original artist, why you 
chose this song and how you changed the song. 
 
In my example, I changed just the chorus. I picked this song, because it is simple, popular and very catchy! 
                      Song-                     Lil Nas X - Panini  

Chorus:  
 
Just say to me, what you want from me 
Just say to me, what you want from me 
 
Ayy, Panini, don't you be a meanie 
Thought you wanted me to go up  
Why you tryna keep me teeny now?  
Now they need me, number one on streaming 
Oh yeah, you used to love me 
So what happened, what's the meaning?  

I thought you want this for my life, for my life 
Said you wanted to see me thrive, you lied 

 

My Remix:  
 
What is it that you see in me? 
What is it that you see in me? 
 
Ayy, Timmy, please do not forget me 
Wanted me to blow up 
Now you want me hiding in a box, 
Top charts, tryna make trillions 
You use to love me 
But disappeared like cash, noooo 
 
Thought you wanted this for our lives, for my life 
Thought you wanted me to shine, now you 
crying 

Now you try! Make sure the song choice is appropriate. 
Song Title: ___________________________________ Artist: _________________________________ 
Why did you pick this song? ____________________________________________________________ 

What in the song lyrically have you changed? ______________________________________________ 

Original Lyrics:  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Your Remix. Please identify chorus & verses 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Grade:  6-8    Subject: Physical Education & Health 
 

 
Activity: Please select one activity to complete this week. Do both if you’re up to it! Don’t forget to have your 
parent/guardian sign off on your activity. 
 

OPTION 1 
Activity: Spell Your Name! 

 
Spell your first and last name by completing the 
exercise that goes with each letter of your 
name.  
 
Goal: Take a 2 minute rest and repeat this 5 
more times!  
 
BONUS: Spell your favorite food, fruit, vegetable 
or sport!  

  
A- 15 Jumping Jacks   
B- 15 Jumping Jacks   
C- 10 Squat Jumps  
D- Hop on your right foot 15 times  
E- Hop on your left foot 15 times  
F- Wall-Sit for 30 seconds  
G- 10 Pushups  
H- Run in place for 30 seconds   
I- Dance for 30 seconds    
J- Plank for 20 seconds   
K- 10 Sit-ups  
L- 10 lunges on left leg  
M- 10 lunges on right leg   
N- 15 Squat Jumps   
O- Walk up and down stairs in your house for 30 
seconds  
P- Plank for 20 seconds   
Q- 10 Sit-ups   
R- 10 Pushups   
S- 15 Jumping Jacks   
T- Run in place for 30 seconds   
U- 30 second high knees   
V- 10  Squat Jumps  
W- Balance on left leg for as long as possible 
(time yourself!)  
X- Balance on right leg for as long as possible 
(time yourself!)  
Y- Dance for 30 seconds  
Z- Wall-Sit for 30 seconds   

OPTION 2 
Activity: HIIT Workout 

(Modify depending on fitness level)  
GOAL: 7 times  

  
 

 
 



Grade:  6-8    Subject: Physical Education & Health 
 

 

 

 

Activity: A FAMILY GRATITUDE JAR 
 

I'm sure it has been challenging to get used to distance learning and it may cause you 
frustration and stress at times. The gratitude jar will help you focus on one thing that made 
you smile each day.   
 
How to create a Gratitude Jar: Get permission to find a large jar or container (clear if 
possible). Each day, try to find one thing that you appreciate or are thankful for and write it 
down on a slip of paper. Add the note to the jar. Include your whole family; this is great way 
to open positive conversation to your household.   
 
When you start your Gratitude Jar, place it in the house where family members will see it, 
like your kitchen counter.  Choose a consistent time of day to share gratitude with each 
other. It could be part of a dinner or bedtime routine.  Remember, when you are thinking of 
something you are grateful about, it doesn’t have to big. It can be whatever you want it to 
be. Giving gratitude for anything, no matter how silly or small you think it may be, is 
powerful.  

Have Fun With It!! 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

ACTIVITY LOG 
DATE ACTIVITY PARENT/ GUARDIAN SIGNATURE 

   
   

Additional Activities (optional) 
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